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then two-sixths might be for soiling and hay. 
Finally we would say, keep up no unnecessary

light, weighing but 14 lbs. per buslieL It would be 
well for farmers to try a little of it at first; larger 
supplies can be procured when you find out its value.
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: In offering prizes for essays rom armers on . fences. requce t;ie losses attending them as much 
agricultural subjects, we aim at more an one a3 p0gaible. Destroy all weeds, not only among 
good to be derived from them. Our esire as ^)le cr0p3, but in all waste places. Public pro-
been to present to our readers the knowledge of perty( also, “the Queen’s highway,” is often the 
practical farmers rather than the deductions of greatest nursery for weeds, the pest of the neigh- 
mere scientists; not that we undervalue the con- borhood This should not be so. Wage unceasing 
tributions of learned men to the science of agri- war with your great enemies, the weeds, 
culture, but the lessons that make deeper impres
sions are those gathered from experience, 
speak as practical men to practical men—as farm
ers to farmers.

T

Seeds.
Wheat.—There is a great complaint from many 

parts of tho Dominion that spring wheat is not 
promising remuneration. We well knew that 
this is too true. Attempts are being made by 
many to introduce and find out more valuable 
varieties. For our part we have, at far greater 
expense than heretofore, tried to procure some 
variety that might answer better than the varie
ties wo have in cultivation. We sent one person 
to the Eastern States to enquire about some there; 
we sent another person to the eastern part of 
Canada, where we heard of a variety that was 
succeeding; we went to Michigan ourselves to gain 
information on spring wheat there—but up to the 
present we have found nothing that we can as safely 
recommend as the Red Fern wheat. Last year wo 
sent out Stone’s white wheat to try, but, with 
only two exceptions, it has proved a total failure. 
Two of our subscribers have raised some, and will 
sow it, and believe they can raise it to good re
sults. Perhaps, in a few years, that wheat which 
nearly all have abandoned as useless may bring a 
fortune to one or two persons that may acclimate 
it. Of course there is labor, and risk to run. The 
farrow wheat we sent out last year has, in most 
cases, given good satisfaction. The milling quality 
is condemned by some, but the extra yield has 
made up for any deficiency in price. This season 
we introduce to you the Rod Fern wheat. This 
wheat has been raised from one plant that had 
three heads. It was found some years ago on a 
field of Fife wheat. It grew so much better, and 
filled better, than the Fife wheat, that the three 
heads were preserved and sown, and the produce 
re-sown. There is as yet but very little of it, and 
what makes it rather bad is that the grain was 
found in a locality where Canada thistles abound. 
It has been allowed to become mixed with oats

—S.

We Orchard Grass.
In the January] issue, you have a full description 

of this valuable grass. We now give you the ac
companying cut as ^representation of it. It requires

:
I

We hold out inducements also that farmers may 
be brought to think and judge for themselves 
than many are in the habit of doing. The wisdom 
acquired from our own careful observation is sel
dom appreciated at its true value.

We hope that the consideration of a topic brought 
before our readers in an essay shall not end with 
its publication, but that others versed in the sub
ject may in the Advocate give their opinions, 
whether in favor of the opinions advanced or in 
opposition to them.

We will briefly review the essays monthly pub
lished in our columns :
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Fence or no Fence.—This question now occupies 
no little of the attention of agricultural writers. 
There can be no second opinion as to the great ex- 

The cost of a fence—

;

pense incurred by them, 
making and repairing—is no small item in the farm 

The area of ground occupied by fences is 
another item of loss—much greater than appears 
at first sight—to those to whom they have almost 
been taken as a necessary part of farming. And 

• another item, not the least as many farms are 
managed, is that the strip uuder and beside the 
fences is a nursery for weeds and a breeding-place 

From this uncultivated
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'iand covert for insects, 
strip they are spread in every direction over the 
fields, and too often a farmer, while he labors with 
cultivator and hoe to exterminate weeds that are 
robbing his crops of their food, neglects those that 
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and barley, and other foul seeds, so that it re
quires a vast amount of labor to make it fit for 
seed.

are
strips and corners.

While fully aware of the losses thus occurring 
from the use of fences, we would not do away with 

Remove all fences not absolutely 
This will lessen the cost they entail

However, wo have, at a very heavy ex
pense, purchased, and by dint of cleaning and re
cleaning, and picking, shall now introduce this to 
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you.
to you a spring wheat that, will give yon greater 
satisfaction than any other in the country. It 
has been tried by persons that test seeds for us.

and keep mowed the grass and weedsupon us,
from every waste strip and corner, that they be no 
longer nurseries for weeds and coverts for insects. 
Divide your arable land into fields of the same 
number that you design the term of your system of 
agriculture to be. If a live-year or a six-year ro
tation, divide the land accordingly. If you have, 
after deducting woodland, &c., 75 acres arable,and 
you desire to pursue a six-year system of rotation,

acres each—one for

s Tho heads are Jong, some of which measure six 
inches in length. It is bearded like the Rio 
Grande. The grains are much shorter, plumper, 
and of the best milling quality. The straw is 
tiff, will stand better than any other variety, snd 

is less liable to rust ; in fact, it may Ire claimed 
rust proof. It has grown well on light soils, while 
on heavy and rich soil no spring wheat will equal 
it, as it will stand butter, resist the rust more, 
yield better, and make a first-class quality of 
spring wheat. We advise every one of yon to try 
a little ; it will soon increase. This has now been 
tried by five of our reliable subscribers. Thus we 
are prepared to stake our reputation in introducing 
this to you ; in fact, we will warrant it to give 
general satisfaction. There may be more wheat of 
the same kind, for all we know, in some of the 
States, or even in Canada, but we cannot had out

9

to he sown as timothy." It matures the second year, 
hut remains as a permanent grass. It grows in 
strong tufts, anil stands better in drouth than any 
other grass; it grows earlier in the spring, and 
makes a more rapid growth after being cut. 
fact that our best farmers who have once tried 
it, are sowing it more extensively, speaks as highly 
in its favor as any remarks we can make. It is but 
recently introduced in Araenpa, and is not yet in 
general cultivation, but is gaining fast in favor.

It has been cultivated for many years in Europe, 
and is much prized there, and known under the 
name of Cocksfoot, 
about two bushels of seed per acre; the seed is

Clay and 
well fenced.
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table frame 

in front.

you will have C plots of 12 J
root crops, two for grain, one for green crops for 
soiling, and two for pasture ; or you may pursue 
another system as best suited to your farm.

We have from time to time pointed out in the 
Advocate the advantages of soiling. From our 
own experience we can bear testimony to its great 
profits. Yet we would always have some pasture 
and. The stock will be in better health if pas-
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tured some hours every day, and the butter and 
cheese will be of a better quality than if fed alto
gether in the barn or yard. One-sixth of the farm»

When sown alone, it requires
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to be about half as much, as when using theWinter Farming in England. pears
liquid. One enterprising American dairyman that 
attended the Convention, informed us that he used 
the seed, he found it much purer, and far less ex
pensive. We inquired of him how he used the seed, 
he gave us the following receipt that he used to ad
vantage. Take two pounds of potash, one pound 
of sal soda dissolved in two gallons |of ; boiling 
water, add to this three and a half pounds of An- 
natto seed; let it stand six hours, then strain.

One tea cup full of this is sufficient to color 1,000 
lbs. of milk, this coloring of cheese cost him 
and a quarter cent per hundred pounds; the price 
of the seed is 30 cents per pound.

We do not think it would be well to abandon 
coloring at once; but gradually 

unadulterated cheese.

about any like it or equal to it, and we have made 
enquiries from hundreds of sources to ascertain 
about it.

Barley.—The California barley appears too 
We know of no better variety than that

From an Essex, Farmer in M. L. Fxpress.
A long and severe frost has interrupted cultiva

tion, but enables us to cart manure to land in
tended for table peas. Our mangold land 
manured and steam-plowed before the frost, 
steam-plowed land absorbs and filters the water 
much more completely than the horse-plowed— 
more water runs off the surface of the latter. Our 
sheep (folded on stubble to be prepared for peas) 
have been fed with pulped roots, mixed with meal, 
cake, malt-culms, bran, hay, straw, chaff and cake. 
The cattle are fattening under cover; so 
old worn-out ewes. This morning, owing to the 
rotten state of the heavy land, the sheep are re
moved to the Italian rye-grass for a few days. 
We have an abundant supply of mangold and 
kohl-rabi ; also plenty of clover-hay to sell, pro
vided we can get £5 10s, to £6 per ton. We in
variably breed our own sheep—a cross between 
Lincoln or Cotswold ram, and dark-faced Suffolk 
or Hampshire-Down ewe. The hoggets are sold 
fat at about twelve to thirteen months old. Our 
wheats are late, but they do not appear to have 
suffered from frost. I am glad to see that Mr. 
Smith, of Woolston, has come down from the old- 
fashioned ten peck of seed per acre to the four 
peck. Thin sowing is becoming more the order of 
the day. Thousands of larks saved their lives by 
an extensive shedding of the leaves of my cab
bages. I was glad that they had food, for their 
lives are valuable to me as insect consumers.

coarse.
was
The

in general cultivation.
Peas.—We have nothing special in this class 

this year. The Mummy peas sent out last year 
are being raised by some. The great advantage of 
continual bearing commends them for some pur- 

We disposed of our stock in small quanti-poses.
ties last year, and have no stock for this, as our 
little stock was divided into very small lots, and 
•sent widely over the country. They were con
demned by some, as they were much injured by

one

are some 1
use less and make

tho pea bug.
Oats.—In this cereal we believe we have a more 

valuable variety to introduce than ever before. 
The Black Polands, or Westwell oats, although of 
excellent quality, and have carried off the prizes 
at the Provincial $ air every year, still they are 
not liked by farmers for general cultivation. They 
are too late in ripening. The Angus Polands shell 
too easily ; the Main, or Tartary, are well liked— 
still many wish for a change. We have now some 
white Main oats, that were raised from imported 
seed; they are well liked where they have been 
tried. We also have some black Poland oats, 
raised from imported seed. But the variety that 
appears destined to come into general cultivation 
is the Emporium, imported from Australia, 
and whichj have been well tried on various 
soils. They arc white, having a thin skin; arc 
longer, but not so round as the Angus, but have a 
good kernel and weigh well. They grow on one 
side, somewhat like the Main oat ; they arc free 
from the long beard, so objectionable in the com- 

varictios ; they yield as well as any other

more pure
The discussion of the question of the care of 

cheese tended to show that profit would accrue to 
cheese makers, if they would make smaller sized 
cheese. This may be as plainly shown by the fact, 
that the Hon. D. Reesor has been in the habit of 
selling cheese as Stilton, the principal difference is, 
that these cheeses are made of a size that families 

purchase a cheese and consume it without loss 
by drying, as must be the case when a family 

Thus Stilton cheese has

I

1
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i

can

would take a large one.
commanded 17 and 18 cents per pound, while the 
large cheese have been selling at 12 cents; the 
quality of the curd is the same, the Stiltons have 
been grqund a little finer in the curd; have had a 
little more acid added to it; in fact the contract to 
make these cheeses has been given to dairymen and 
the price paid for it at the factory is only the 
common price for common cheese; the size and 

has added the additional 6 cents per pound.

'

♦-
The Canadian Dairymen’s Convention.

Was held in Ingersollon Wednesday and Thurs
day, the 10 and 11 of Feb’y .

Professor Bell, of Bellville, and the well known 
X. A. Willard, delivered able addresses, of which 
we shall in other parts of the paper give an abridged 
report. We attended for a short time; much val
uable information was given. Perhaps the most 
important subjects treated on, while we were there, 
were the coloring of cheese, and the size of cheeses. 
The hall was lined with placards of Annatto for 
sale. Annatto has been for years drilled into our 
Dairymen until it begins to smell too strong; this 
has been done perhaps to effect sales of the stuff, 
more than for the benefit of dairymen. We think 
it may be advantageous for dirty dairymen and 
accidental causes, to use Annatto; but from our 
own experience with cheese, we think it desidedly 
injurious, and the system should be abolished. 
We conversed with the gentleman whose cheese 
took the first prize in England, the past year; he 
used no Annatto; his cheese was made in Canada. 
If we go to nine-tenths of the grocers in Canada at 
the present time, we will find colored cheese of a 
third class; much of which ought to be condemned 
as unfit for human food.

name
It would be well for any one about to commence, 
to be careful about getting the right sized hoops 
and presses; we would say to our subscribers, do 
not think of purchasing any large, old press, hoops, 
or boxes, even at half price; if you can sell them 
at that figure, we would advise you to sell at once, 

are well satisfied that those that make small

mon
varieties, and better than most kinds ; they sur
pass all others in resisting rust and in stiffness of 
straw. Parties that have tried them prefer them 
in every respect to any other variety. They have 
been tried by the side of each American and 
English variety that we have heard of in our 
country, and arc admitted by all who have seen 
them to be the most profitable and best oat to 
raise. We introduce this oat to you without any

as we
cheese, will have the advantage over those that 
make large ones. There are some markets that 

require" large cheese, and highly colored;may
but our opinion is, that the best customers will 
prefer a small cheese, and that without any decep
tive coloring in it.

hesitancy, feeling sure that you will like them, 
and that your neighbors will want to get them 
from you for seed as soon as you have them to 

There is one little defect—there is among Culture of a Farm of Poor Sandy 
Soil.

The following extract from the “ London Agri
cultural Gazette," of the report of a committee of 
the Royal Agricultural Society of the Maulden 
Farm—487 acres of light sandy soil—contains a 
good lesson for our Canadian farmers. It cannot 
be too persistently impressed on our minds that 
good management, even more than a naturally fer
tile soil, can make farming remunerative. “On 
the successful cultivation of the green crop the 
status of the farm depends even more than on that 
of its wheat or barley, whether the interest of the 
landlord, of the tenant or the laborer be considered. 
The permanent fertility of the land, the profit of 
the field, and the labor in which, according to the 
wise man, so much profit lies, all hinge more on 
the extent and excellence of the green crop than 
On any other single feature of the farm,’’
Maulden farm were 70 or 80 acres of kohl rabi, a 
clean and even crop of some twenty imperial tons 
to the acre :—

spare.
them an occasional black oat, which we arc not 3
able to separate without hand-picking, and we 
have not time for that.

Two new grapevines will be introduced this 
year, both of which are highly spoken of. One is 
named Lady—a white grape; tho other is a 
purple grape. Very great advantages are claimed 
for both. Wo can only give you such information 
about them as we can collect.

The Downing gooseberry, of which we spoke in 
our last issue, is, we believe, the best ever yet 
introduced into Canada.

Oroiaiid Grass.—In our January issue we 
gave a long account of this valuable grass, 
speaks more in its favor than any remark of ours 
is, that farmers in Canada that hare once tried it 
arc applying for it in greater quantities. We 
would advise you to get a little to try. After you 
have given it a fair trial, we expect you will be 
like others that have tried it—require more.

Our uncoloured cheese is sold for foreign con
sumption being of good quality. If we were about 
to establish a factory, we would not use Annatto 
if we could make good cheese. If we could only 
make 2nd. class cheese, we would color it. The 
cost of using the liquid Annatto, as shown to us is, 
nearly double the cost of using the pure seed An
natto, and it is far more injurious.

One of the most experienced dairymen, informed 
us that he had felt the injurious effect of colored 
cheese on several occasions. Another dairyman 
informed us that the liquid Annatto had cost him 
between $100 and $200; the past year, this coloring 
had cost him five cents per 100 lbs of cheese. It 
coloring is to be continued, and perhaps to suit 
some markets where the people are not aware of

What

On the
A correspondent states that he has frequently 

known rats to empty a vessel of oil, kept for the 
use of barn machinery, by introducing their tails 
into the vessel through a comparatively narrow 
opening, withdrawing the oil as it adhered; licking 
it off, and repeating the process as long as any 
of the oil remained. Another relates that he 
witnessed a party of rats in their filching opera 
tions, tarrying off hens’ eggs. One of the party 
grasped the egg with all four paws, and turning on 
his back was dragged away by the tail up a flight 
of stairs by the rest of the party.

* « The great average crops must be put down to 
good management in the case of Maulden, and not 
to the original fertility of the soil, which is natur
ally a poor sand and hot gravel. No doubt the

the deception, coloring to some extent may be fol- j pe3 between The Xlf whicSy 1»^^ and

lowed until people find out the real facts of the g00q management makes a difficult but naturally 
case. Coloring by using Annatto in the seed, ap- well stored soil produce its utmost, and the enter-
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long obtain as many advantages as our brethren in 
the States, but as yet we are in our infancy.

Thirdly—“ Tell us it a man who cheats and 
lies for the sake of money is morally qualified to 
be a Granger.’’

To this I will say most emphatically, No. Wo 
have none such. They would be nice associates 
for our wives and daughters, and ornaments to our 
order !

Finally—“If agents and middlemen are such 
villains now, how can we be sure of their honesty 
when employed by the Grangers ?”

Agents and middlemen are just the men we 
purpose dispensing with. We do not need them. 
We want to save their commission.

We claim it is much better for manufacturers 
to send their price-lists and discounts to the Secre
tary of the Dominion Grange, as they are sent 
monthly to all subordinate Granges in our Do
minion, thereby giving the Patrons of nearly 
hundred Granges an opportunity of sending in 
their orders, accompanied by the cash (as we do a 
purely cash business), than to have agents or 
dlemen to sell to all kinds of customers on long 
terms of credit, thereby paying large commissions 
and sustaining more or less losses.

In conclusion, I ask your indulgence, as your 
paper is devoted to agricultural interests, and 
hoping this may be of some interest to that part 
of the community. Very respectfully,

W. N. Harris,

prise and confidence which makes a poor but easy their discussions on subjects of agriculture, and 
soil produce far beyond its utmost; and those who I that from general imnrovements and better manage- 
undertake the office of judge ought to have every ment there muat be* good reBults. We do not ex-

rViSciSS? permanent advantage, will be gainedb, i™-
ing so much as by large consumption of purchased ers by extensive trading in general commodities, 
food that artificial fertility is best conferred. No I Contributions sent us, which are likely to promote 
artificial manure is so complete as that which is . Qr c out any improvement, will be
produced by the consumption of farm produce. It J J,
is when the storehouse of the soil is already pretty always received with great pleasure.
full that a phosphate or a nitrate will make the I Why should there be any clashing of interests 
best return—the added ingredient then bringing I bebween manufacturers and farmers ? We do not
into active use fertilizing matter, which, without .................. ,. , - .
it, would have remained effete and useless. When think it a judicious policy to array class against 
the other ingredients of a complete plant food are class. While we, at all times, uphold the rights 
not naturally present, the artificial addition of one an(; just claims of farmers, we do not wage war

den Farm, it is therefore better policy to enrich be said to support manufacturers in opposition to 
the home-made dung by added cattle food than by the farmer’s rights and interests, 
a heavy bill for superphosphate or ammonia salts 
or nitrates. Mr. Street has found this out, and | 
while his annual manure bill does not exceed £50,

I will -fer . to- by «. M-
and the beans and peas of his own growth which | lowing statements space in your valuable paper, in 
he consumes, amount to at least £100 per annum.
The 2,000 loads of farm manure and earth which 
he annually applies are thus highly enriched, and 
applied almost, wholly to the green crop quarter.
They go to maintain the production of that cattle I have been a merchant for a number of years; and, 
food on the after use of which the fertility of the | thirdly, I am at present a farmer. I merely men- 
farm is thus made almost wholly to depend.

cannot in justice

one

Napanee, Ont., Feb. 8, 1875. mid

reply to Mr. Dunnington’s questions in the Feb
ruary number of the Advocate.

Firstly, I am a patron of a Grange; secondly, I

tion the above to convey the idea that I am at 
“Of the green crop quarter after wheat there I peasb paryy qualified to answer his questions.

May InTl^uneYrtranspUnted kohlrabi "and I First-“ What is a fair profit for a merchant to
there are a few acres in mangel wurzel every year make on his goods, and a farmer on his wheat. 
for the latest spring keep before the rye and tares With our present credit system, a merchant 
are ready. The kohl rabi, which is the main and should make a profit of not less than twenty-five 
almost only green crop, is, however, generally per cent. If everything was sold for cash, fifteen 
sown, pretty much as an early Swede crop would per cent, would do very well.
be sown, at intervals all through the month of I j (j() not care to raise wheat for less than 
May, two or three pounds of seed per acre being twenty-five per cent, profit; but 1 do think that 
drilled in rows 22 inches part, on land which has I more wheat has been raised for a number of years, 
received a heavy dressing of well-made manure. jn tbe older sections of our country, without any 
The rye and tares, white clover, the pasture fields, proht than with it.
with a certain extent of cabbages to eke them out I Secondly—“ If the Grange movement is fair and
in drought, the clover stubble, a few early turnips, bonorabje why make any secret of it ?” 
the kohl rabi and the mangel wurzel, are the sue- ’ J ,, , , . .
cession which keep cows and sheep, breeding and To condemn the Grange because ,t is a secret
fatting stock, throughout the year. About two- society, would be to condemn e\ery secret so-
thirds of the barley crop-Hallett’s Pedigree bar- ciety. But to give some of the reasons why it is
lev is the sort adopted—are sown down with broad a secret society justly, we will suppose a case that 
clover or with Dutch, and one-third of the barley would be almost an every-day occurrence if it was 
stubble is plowed up for winter beans or for peas. I otherwise ^Neighbor Smith belongs to the Grange; 
The whole of this is followed,by wheat—Banham’s neighbor Jones does not. Smith buys a reaping 
Browick Red is the only kind sown—a portion of machine for some thirty or forty dollars less than 
the quarter, whatever needs it most, receiving a Jones can. If Smith told Jones, the latter would 
half-dressing of farm manure. After the wheat I in all probability make it as unpleasant for the 
again come rye and tares. Tares are preferred, manufacturer as he knew how, and would hkely 
except when very dear, as catch crops, to be fol- I g've some other person his patronage for the 
lowed by kohl rabi, which, from being the rarity future.

knew, for experimental use upon little The Grange does not purpose being the means of 
garden scale, here usurps the office of any such difficulties—hence the great importance 
;ne whole winter feed of the flock and of it being a secret order. We have greatly re- 

the confidence thus placed in it, | duced prices from manufacturers and producers
req uirements—in some cases one-half less 

than we would be obliged to pay if we did not be
long to the Grange—and in ""justice to manufac
turers, and the solemnity of our obligations, we 
keep secret the business of our order.

Is it at all likely, if there was anything unfair 
or dishonorable in the working of the Grange, that 

Some members of the Order have written to us, | Patrons would allow their wives and daughters to
become members?

Overseer of Newburgh Grange.

Schomberg, Feb. 9, 1875.
Mr. Editor—Dear Sir,—Allow me to send 

you a few thoughts suggested by reading an edito
rial in your widely-circulated journal, headed, 
“ Manufacturers and Patrons of Husbandry.

Grangers have no unfriendly feelings towards 
manufacturers, but regard them as essential to our 
interests, and arc not insensible to the benefits 
they have in the past conferred upon us. We 
hold that agents are often injurious to both manu
facturer and farmer. How often is it that agents, 
too eager to gain percentage, press sales when, to 
say the least, the prospect of payment is exceed
ingly doubtful ? Let the unpaid accounts of every 
manufacturer prove this.

The G rangers have drawn no arbitrary lines. 
We arc yet in our infancy, feeling our way. Wo 
have no desire to injure any legitimate calling 
whatever, but seek to promote the best interests 
of the country. One of the greatest banes to pros
perity is the credit system. We then ask the co
operation of manufacturers, merchants, &c., m 
producing the desired end. This end can be 
gained by granting to us the profits given to agents 
and collectors, while wc pay cash for all we pur- 
chase.

If this co-operation be withheld, we can 
lish manufactures which shall be under bur own 
control. We have plenty of capital, and as much 
knowledge of the business as many who have made 
fortunes by it.

There are other subjects wc might touch upon, 
such as insurance among the Grangers, the want of 
representation in our Legislature according to our 
numbers and wealth. These matters, however, 
and many others, will doubtless, by and by, engage 
our attention.

We are silently, but successfullv, progressing— 
in fact, from present appearances, there will soon 
be scarcely a farmer who is not a Granger.

Yours truly,

estab-we once 
more than 
providing t 
herd—justifying 
especially in a diry season such as the past, when of our 
Swedes and turnips have generally failed.”

patrons of IHtjtatiry.

finding fault with the remarks made on the sub
ject in the last issue of the Advocate, many of I So far as beauty, respectability and real worth 
1 . , . . , . goes, wc have a number of ladies (in the truewhom do not give their names for insertion, but ()f the W(ir(1) to gracc our Grange.
merely sign “Granger. W c publish the letters I Again, is there anything criminal in secrecy? 
received, merely abridging them, as we must econo- Wc are almost every day making expressions that 
mize space, and not, by inserting them in full, I would be butter secret. If secrets arc honorably
exclude other matters of importance to agricul- I g Ua^g’ Jvcr^wdbrcguîatcd ^amily^ dishonor- 
tur, to which our paper is mainly devoted. I o aHe becausc they have their family secrets? The 
the writers wc say, we do not take the part of I principles of our order are not secret, and the 
manufacturers against farmers. The farmer’s in- I whole community have the best wishes of the 
tercst is ours, and every measure we advocate we ™£0,,sof Husbandry, not excepting agents and
believe to be for their good. We support the j "VneTreat feature of the Grange is co-operation. 
Grange system as a farmers’ organization, and we It kiUg monop0ly. It is home enterprise. Cheese 
have aided in the introduction of it into Canada. I Factory Associations arc co-operations ; but per- 
We believe that much good will result from it, and I haps the most perfect is the postal system. hat

great advantages from this great co-operative sys- 
.... , tem ! If every man had to carry his own mail, it

do not devote the Advocate wholly to their in- | woul,i cost a fortune, 
terest, though we expect the best class of farmers

J. M.

Bond Head, Feb. 9, 1875.
Mr Editor—Dear Kir,—In your last issue of 

the Advocate 1 noticed with some surprise your 
remarks on the Grange movement. You are, no 
doubt, better posted than most people, aqd know 
whereof you speak when you say that farmers arc 
making quite as much as implement makers arc, 
and have no risk to run. There are many who 
think different. You have a perfect right to 
become the champion of manufacturers rights.

What you mean by interfering with the general 
trade is not obvious to the writer; but you cannot 
mean that Patrons should not use their privi eges 
of buying from those who arc willing to sell to 
them at a reduced rate for cash.

Some large firms have responded to our request; 
some have not. Some remark that the large manu
facturing establishments will not have anything to 
do with us—small ones may. Well, now, who

vwish it every prosperity. At the same time, we

Notwithstanding, the Patrons of Husbandry are 
to become Patrons. Wc expect the greatest bene- I becoming quite numerous, and their influence is 
fits from it will be from their social meetings, and I commanding no little attention. X\ e hope to cru n

I
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... dobs It was the question under consideration at

It is perfectly right for a man of limited means out 0f it. When using it, it is well to grease your agam8t the pnee paid.

.t.h.prn. time Uh. o.U„, .iU th. ti„. ^...ns. WaSST* »rt“f|.ton“S

«nLt*to °£.«e‘one .ni.Si .ty.rienra, .nd b= Si«.-A, a firmer who h» followed the bu» priee; Ç1.*1'” E»*'0

-irrzzr=..h„d„, „„... — =&-rs# . |
at enmity with any branch of business. It is a this county, which, I think may be interesting to pay $25 per month while then 
free country this, and those who have by united SOme of your readers, as it is seldom that any wou]d hardly earn their bread. Vit 
action been benefited will be slow to return to communications reach you from this quarter. farmers it was abou.allp ^ c°"ld
their old habit of remaining out in the cold alone. The winter of ’73 ’74 was a very severe one on hired helps, and taxes from th.ir seasons ta g

A Granger. | yra;na and meadows in consequence of the scarcity W. J. Jones said it cost a large amount tosup-
of snow and the yield has been very light in this t the fashions, and style of the day, and oui

... ,, I section ’ Spring grains have succeeded well, and y0ung men and women, who work but for eir
Mr. J. Shier writes also to us, combatting the e(,iap barley, of which a large amount is i;v]ngi must have high wage so they can keep up

objeetions made against the Grange system. Our £wn ’ with those who have money,
having already given so much space to the subject what we want here is a railway to transport our He argued with Mr. Walker that there was not
must be our apology for merely referring very Lrain to the St. Lawrence, and also to eastern and difference enough in the price of skUful and un-

u. US .h... ..*=*». «. 1
already taken up in order by our Napanee corres- ^roc^v^e an(\ Otcawa Railway, but the cost on sa^. he thonglit if we were all expecting to hiro 
pondent Mr. Shier is, wc believe, right in his f iebt is so high that there is no inducement to out by the month on the farm; there would be a
pondent. il > * in the it our market. Barley sells in Perth at 80 cents little different argument by most of the speakers
expectations that by farmers uniting m e wnt.our m ^ ^ Qnly 60 miles distant, and the effort of the clubs cuts down the wages of
Grange, that union so desirable for the pro g the price is $1.10. their helps was bearing down a little hard. If
and maintaining of farmers’ interests will be best ,, t see the Grange system adopted any man earned his money, it was a good farmhand,
secured. » in this county ; 1 am confident that we want some- who was called in the morning at 4o clock, and put

= ihina of the kind to help the farmers. If you fourth till Oo’clock, at mglit and all for $20 per 
11^1 will trv to keep you posted on general mat- month. The trouble was not so much the price 

Ter ’in th county P Y Yours respectfully, pain, as it was the management of the farm, that
I ters in t y -p y men could not make farming pay.
, perth Feb’y 17th, 1875. Mr. J. A. Rodgers, asked why it was that we

—In the Farmers’ .Advocate I see an en- I * ___ I could hire only droiicx to work on the farm? It
uuiry from a subscriber, desiring to know whether , „ , ,875 was because all active enerjetic young men, could
tamarack posts will last well or not. 1 cut them L. Wh >y, • > • qnd 0ther employment that would pay better,
green 15 or 16 years ago, and put them in the fob Mr. Editor,-I receive your paper regularly and ^ ^ house> have to work hard all
lowing spring. The fence is still stan g. am glad to see so noble a work fo, , the time and practice close economy, to earnthink such posts, when used green, last bn go Lhe farmers. Many farmers think t y enough to cloth themselves, with no hope of laying
than dry ones. VV. lv. K. everything, but they are greatly mistaken. up a cent.

West Flamboro’, 1875. | I sent you three subscribers last ye*r> *•“< wo w. Jones thought the trouble was, that
are so well pleased with it that 1 send you now pai4 toQ much t)=e going price, without re

fill —Tn sendiuc you the subscriptions of three eight subscribers addi lonan. quiring a certain standard of work to earn a
new subscribers at tlieir request, I send the names Send the Advocates right on to Raglan 1. <-■ 1 certain price, Laborers should be encouraged to 

>f the office-bearers of the Louth Agricultural So- \Vm. Thompson. qualify themselves for their business and earn pro-
cietv for the present year :—President, John Ren- ----- motion by an effort of success. He would not
ton- 1st Vice-Pres’t, F. M. Carpenter; 2nd Vice- ^ g Marshell) King Co., who is as lie says lesson the wages but improve the helps.
Pre’s’t, Jacob V. Spolin; Secretary - Treasurer, (jur pirst subscribers, has sold his young Mr. Martin Bowerman believed about as Mr.
Jonathan Davis; Directors—Frank Gubel, Joseph. ^ Accident fora high price to Mr McCrea of Colvin did, and that wages were low enough for
Oliver, Wm. MoCalder, Alex. Young, Win. brown, jQwa wjw fg taking with him four Short horned g0od men, but he did not mean these “tramps”
Arch. Jarvis, F. S. Jarvis, A. N. laylor, James |)ulla’and tw0 draught stallions. that came along, It costs just as much to bread a
Jardine, sen’r; Auditors—Jos. Rymal, M. r. ; W. ----- poor hand as a good one; while one earns his wages,
Findlay, jr. J B Isherwood Esq., Maple Hall, near Stock | and the other does not earn his bread.

Jonathan Davis. port, who has for some yeairs subscribed fou numbers c w Holmes said he too thought there was
of onr paper, for his tenants in Cheshire, state that nof distinction enough made, between first and 

■ they consider it the best Agricultural paper they second class helps. The president said he had
me some | have seen, and are always anxious for its arrival. J paid last year $27 per month for one hand, and

found him a cheap hand at that. He knew his 
business, w-as trusty and faithful, young men should 
be encouraged by good wages to become efficient 
workmen. A high standard of labor should be re
quired, and so long as other enterprises offer greater 
inducements than the farmer, we shall be troubled 
to get good helps.

Yours, &c.,

Correspondence.

Mount Albion, Feb’y 5th, 1875.

ÆSÏÏÏ.’T orchard
or field, and the best time to I'I ôTfostku. We cannot give insertion to correspondence of 

parties who withhold their names from us. 
have received a letter from Carlingford, and another 
from Lobo, and we have no means of knowing who 
the parties are. While thanking onr correspon
dents for their communications, we must request 
of them to be brief in all their letters as our space 
is not without limits.

We
Humber, Feb’y 6tli, 18/5.

cedar is, on the 
•It is

[Wo think the common white 
whole, the best for Mr. Foster’s purpose, 
very hardy, grows readily and rapidly, and is at all 

good wind-break. They are easily pro
as they can be

Adrian, Mich. Feb. 9th, 1874.
seasons a
cured, and at very little expense, 
had for the trouble of digging in many parts of the 
country. We have planted them at different 
sons, and have generally been successful. In May 
and early in June we have transplanted them from 
the bush, and they grew freely. Last August and 
September we transplanted some, and they appear 
very promising. We always mulch them to pro
tect them from the summer and autumn droughts 
and the frosts of winter. A strong sod lapped 
over the roots, the green side turned under, we 

for such mulch, and

The value of the Advocate as a medium of cor
respondents on topics of interest to farmers is

From almost

sea-
Wax and tlic Hoiicy€oml>.

Cqpib is made of wax, and when new is very 
white, and pure wax. The wax is a secretion of 
the body of the bee, and formed only when the boo 
is richly provided with food, like fat in the higher 
order of animals, but with this difference, that 
while the fat grows upon the animals without 
their knowing it, the production of wax is entirely 
optional with the bee.

It is fully in the power of the bee to make wax 
or not to make any. But if they are put into a 
new hive have without any comb before they can 
store away any honey, in order to produce wax 
the worker-bee takes in considerable more pollen 
and honoy, but of which constitute their food, 
than is necessary to appease hunger. These ma- 
teaials are thoroughly digested and pass into the 
blood, from which it is secreted of wax, in form of 
thin white scales, between the segments of the 
abdomen. As soon as the secretion of wax has 
commenced, the bees begin at once to use the wax

more
recognized every issue of our paper, 
every part of the Dominion we have contributions, 
and even beyond its limits.'" We insert to day a 
communication from a gentleman of Adrian Michi- 

U. S. whose name we have had the pleasuregan,
to place on our list of regular carrespondents. Our 
paper is now rich in the correspondents of practical 

, and will be happy to insert correspondents 
from others who have not yet written for us. It 
is only necessary that they be succinct, practical, 
and to the point.

We need scarcely say that we do not hold our
selves responsible for all tlic opinions of

find it answers menwenow use 
very well.—Ed.

An amateur gardener, of Kings Co., N, S., 
wishes to know the method we would recommend 
for preparing .cions for grafting cherry trees, and 
a recipe for grafting wax. The wax wc have used 
is made as follows :-Take rosin, 3 lbs.; tallow 1 
lb • beeswax, 1 lb. Pulverize the rosin, and dis
solve it over a gentle fire; thou add the tallow

our cor
respondents.

The high price of farm hands in this county 
Lenaure, is agitating the farmers a good deal, 
and has been a matter of discussion by some of the
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horse-shoe tile, having the same internal and hear
ing surface, but being much lighter.. The next 
improvement devised was the sole, laid beneath 
the horse-shoe tile. Fol
lowing this was the D 
tile, which resulted in 
an effort to combine the 
sole and horse-shoe tile 
in one piece, and made 
the use of a con sus
pended in the die neces
sary. The objection to 
these forms is that the f 
sand flows to the ^ M S S 
sides and gathers in the 
angles, rendering them
liable to become obstructed. All forms living an 
internal flat bottom are discarded by engineers 
and persons of long experience in tile draining. A 
current of water that would spread itself over the 
flat bottom, and move slowly along, without power 
to move any sediment, would in the round tile 
form a current that would carry the sand with it. 
Many who considered this laid the flat skie up, 
thus obtaining a semi-circular grooved channel. 
The next step towards perfection was making the 
bore of the D tile round. The flat bottom being 
still retained—not for the benefit of the farmer— 
not to facilitate laying 
it was difficult to mould it without a flat bottom 
with the machinery then in use—strongei 
chinery, more power and stiffer clay must be 
to make a cylindrical tile. Manufacturers find it 
difficult to make a straight tile of this form. On 
account of the excess of clay on the flat side, and 
the tiles being laid on that aide to dry, the upper 
side dries much sooner, and the tiles arc warped, 
so that when laid on the flat side in the trench 
they form an undulating channel, and have a

flakes for the construction of comb. This comb 
building always begins at the top of the hive to 
the centre of the cluster of bees, and if it be a frame 
hive, they will commence at the top-bar, and if 
they are supplied with guide combs, they will 
usually build the comb straight in the frame.

Mow, if the swarm of bees are supplied with 
ready-made comb in frames, it will not build any, 
but only clean out the old comb and repair but 
only clean out the old comb and repair it, and 
commence filling it immediately with honey, pollen 
and brood. By supplying them with old comb, 
you assist them very much, and they will fill their 
hive in a short tim;.

It takes about twenty pounds of honey to make 
one pound of wax, and according to this rule wax 
ought to be worth $5 per pound when honey is 
werth twenty-five cents. But wax only sells for 
thirty cents per pound. I have sold in five hives 
more than 2,000 pounds of honey, and during the 
same time but ten pounds of wax.

I save all the comb I can and give it back to the 
bees; if it is white comb, I stick it in the boxes. 
If it is a worker brood comb I fit it in the frames; 
If it is comb which I cannot use in the boxes or in 
the frames, I put it in a shallow box and set in the 
the sunshine, and as the sun melts the wax, the 
bees carry it back to the hives, and I have every 
reason to believe that they use it again for comb
building. —Cor.—Bee KeeperV Mayazine.

but the air round us, which is constantly getting 
cool from contact with the cold sides of the hive. 
When it is so cold that the evaporation can not 
take place through the pbres of our body, no mat
ter where the hive may oe, then disease appears. 
In the old box hive, in the open air the sun would 
shine upon it for the most of the day, and the little 
warmth that would strike through the sides to
gether with what we could make ourselves, kep^ 
the interior warm enough to allow us to change 
places frequently and to keep in perfect health . 
People should consider the temperature in shading 
the hives; I know that fewer bees are lost on the 
snow when the hives have the full sun, than when 
they are shaded. In your living rooms the air is 
full of vapor; you do not notice it until the out 
door air cools the window glass, so that the in
visible vapor condenses upon it; now the 
thing takes place in the hive. When the external 
atmosphere is very cold, the air of the hive comes 
in contact with its sides, moisture is condensed, 
and even the combs that are not kept warm by 
the clustering of bees upon them, become so cold, 
that the moisture that our bodies give off to the air 
of the hive, condenses upon them. At first the 
moisture is in exceedingly small particles, but they 
increase in size and number, and finally run to
gether, and form drops lifrge enough to run. A 
comb kept moist in this way will finally mould. If 
the cold continues, these drops freezing upon the 
outside combs, or fall upon the bottom, and freeze 
there, and if the opening of the hive be small, it 
may freeze there, cutting off all ventilation, as a 
consequence of which we are all smothered. When 
the outside air is at 50 ° .we have no trouble, for then 
the vapor passes off through the small openings, 
and a very small cluster will safely pass the winter 
at that temperature which would fail in the open 
air. ...If we are housed pray do not make us too 
warm, and above all, let us be quiet. If we are in 
a warm place, the least excitement among us creates 
much heat. I know of an instance, in which one 
of our families were placed in a room, and so close 
that not a bee could escape. So long as it was 
quiet, they were comfortable and happy. But 
some children had a frolick in that room, and their 
noise so excited the bees that the whole family of 
them was mined. If those who find it
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Voices from the Bee Hive.

INTERPRETED BY M. QUINBY

An acquaintance for several years with the Queen 
Bee and her numerous subjects, and a close at
tention to her and their teachings, lead me to be
lieve that I can faithfully report what is done 
within this hive. There can be no doubt that bees 
have what answers them the purpose of language, 
but these reports will give what is seen quite as 
much as what is heard.

How cold the weather is? No man unless he bo 
a perfect coward, will be afraid of stinging at 
this season. Indeed, it is the fault of his own care
lessness, if he ever gets stung at all. 
warmth, and the colder it gets the closer we cluster 
together. One of us, exposed alone at freezing 
temperature, would soon grow stiff, and then die 
outright. If a half dozen were grouped together, 
they could endure it longer, as they would help to 
keep one another warm, but the heat created by 
these few bees would amount to very little; we 
must be in a large cluster in order to help one 
another much. The bees of a full colony create 
heat enough to allow us to withstand the coldest 
weather of this climate, for a short time at least; 
the more there are of us, the warmer we are. The 
colder the weather, the denser we cluster, 
those on the outside have the worst of it, what
ever they may do, their backs will be cold, and 
unless they can change places with some of those 
on the inside, they must drop, and expose the next 
below them to the cold air. We understand this, 
and as soon as those on the outside become chilled, 
they change places with others on the inside of
the cluster, and so matters are equalized. The „„ , , . .. , ..... ..
colder it is the more we must eat to keep up the Wbicll IS tile Best ÏOI'III of Tile .
animal heat, and food must be close at hand, and A one who haa obaerVed how sensibly the 
we must change places so that each one can get his . .J J
share. A family of us clustered between the friction of the banks retards the velocity of the 
combs, generate no little heat, which is confined adjacent water in rivers—a slight curve in the 
by the hive, consequently the air which surrounds bank producing an eddy or counter-current, and a 
us, provided our hive be properly built, is very bend eausillg 8Uch an accumulation of drift-wood 
much milder than that outside. It the tempera- _ ,
ture is such that we can change places frequently, as obstruct the stream, causing it to overflow 
we keep in perfect health. Our food being honey, is its banks and cut a new channel—will be convinced 
of course, liquid, and if the temperature*'is not too that a tile drain should be as straight and smooth 
low, much of the watery portion of,this passes ofi ag ;t . ib)e make it and that the form of 
through the pores of our bodies, and the solid por- * .
tion is evacuated in the dry state. As long as we tbe channel is not a matter of indifference. 1 lie 
are in health, this natural condition of things con- history of tile-draining shows a gradual improve- 
tinues. The bee-keeper can readily know our ment in the form of tiles used. Had any of the 
sanitary state, by examining the bottom board of edi forma fuliy answered the purpose, there
the hive; if he finds one single drop of liquid ex- 1 ,, , , .
crement, he may be sure that one of us is sick, would have been no new forms designed, for each 
and if there are several drops, there is trouble improvement in form has required more expensive 
among us, for the liquid excrement will be in pro- machinery, and its introduction has been opposed 
portion to the amount of disease. My physicians tell by the very class it was designed to benefit. It is 
me that they know of no other cause of diarrhoea, a common saying that “ necessity is the mother of 
than low temperature, and that when the cluster invention,” and the common idea is that inven- 
is large enough to sufficiently warm the interior of tions are made to supply the demand of the people 
the hive, the disease never occurs... .But in the ex- when the best inventions are in advance of public 
treme cold weather! yes, there is where W’e have sentiment. It is probable that the first form of 
the most trouble, especially if it is long continued, tile used was the brick tile, molded similarly to 
You who have stoves, can warm not only yourselves, our slop brick, and laid flat side up ; after this the

îat we 
m? It
, could
ir.

V-shaped opening between the ends of the tiles. 
Eventually these depressions fill with sand, and 
the channel becomes in about as bad a shape as can 
be conceived for the flow of water. To obviate 
these defects, many lay this form of tile on the 
side, with the flat bottoms first on one side and 
then on the other, forming a series of lateral curves, 
thus making a better joint and a much hotter 
cha inel.

ard all 
10 earn 
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is, that 
tout re
earn a 
iged to 
,m pro- 
lld not

necessary
to move hives from a cool to a warm situation, 
would be careful of their movements, and not dis
turb us with the least jar, we will he all the better. 
.... Many stupid or indifferent people undertake 
to keep bees, who have not the least idea of what 
we want. We are always willing to give all the 
honey we do not need for winter, but such people 
do not know how to allow us to give it to them. 
Pray tell all who do not like bees, and who do 
not care enough about us, to study our 
ways, and understand our nature to let 
us alone. Such persons who do not begin 
right, and who do not know enough to stop when 
they are wrong, but will persistently follow their 
own way, must not complain, if we do no more for 
them than we can help, and if, when we see them 
going wrong, we will use the only language they 
will understand —a sting—to remind them that 
they are not treating us properly.—American 
Ayricullurist.
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Various methods have been tried by 1 ile-makors 
to prevent this warping. Some make them thin
ner on the flat side, which weakens them, and 
makes them more liable to crack in the burning ; 
others make them nearly square, so as to have an 
equal amount of clay on each side of the bore. 
Experience in manufacturing has determined that 
if there be one Mat side, the tile should be a regu
lar polygon. Of all polygonal forms, there is none 

better than thehexagonal 
for the following reasons: 
They will set to bettor 
advantage in the kiln, 
and bear transportation 
better than other polygo
nal forms. They arc 
readily packed, so as 

to leave no interstices, bearing upon the whole of 
their exterior surface, and like wedges one against 
the other, so that they cannot vibrate. Tiles are 
seldom broken by pressure, but generally by 
cussion from vibration.
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Nature has taught us, in innumerable ways, 
that the form which combines the least weight 
with the greatest strength is the cylindrical form. 
Tile of this formdry with 
loss liability to warp, burn 
with less breakage, rest to 
better advantage in the kiln, 
are better to layinthetrencli, 
and will bear transportation 
better, than any oth 
When piled or packed for 
transpation, they naturally 
assume a compact position, 
and bear upon each other a' six points in their cir
cumference. Abundant evidence might be offered 
that the round tile is the best form of tile, 
objections to other forms are well founded, they 
not trifling. If we would excel in our work, we 
must pay close attention to details. A perfect 
work has every part perfect.
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heat from the sun retained, the earth becomes 
warm, and an earlier vegetation is promoted. Not 
having the artificial heat of the hot-bed, it is not 
so early, nor should the seed be sown so early— 
not earlier than late in April. It will be necessary 
to water occasionally, and to admit air when the

îXrtf?S'$Æ*n'«ÏÏI
to be continued somewhat longer; and m localities 
where there are old peach or plum orchards in the 
vicinity, the insects may be more troublesome.

M. B. Bateham.

todftt, (Drctoarfl and
Successfnl Plum Culture.

It appears to be a settled fact that plum culture 
is at length to be a success in this country, in spite 
of the continued opposition of the curculio. This
enemy does not seem likely to be vanquished, but 1 Hot-BctiS.
we are learning how to circumvent his operations having a good aspect, south or south
cheaply and effectually, as applied to commercial Select a navmgag 1 > the
orchards, so that fine plums arc no doubt shortly and west, secured from the chilling bla 
to become abundant in the markets; and the n0rth and north-east. Dig a pit as you would tor
wholesale growers are quite willing that the little stor;n„ roots, of such dimensions as will give you
Turk should continue for all time to deter common lieed—say five and a-half feet in
ueonle from growing this fruit, as the prices will I f . . , , ■ , v,, ,,uthereby rule enough higher in the markets to more width and from eight to twelve in le g . > ,
than compensate for the labor of fighting off the a size is most convenient, as it is easily covered fore
insects from large orchards. allq uncovered. Let the pit he one to one and jjouse, and do well with care.

Five or six years ago one or two enterprising a half feet ;n depth. The hot-bed is often made a rim mosa in the box, or anything that will re-
^"iCT^rDlStS^n^he clayeyhiil | <•» the surface without digging a pit, and, if the uin the moi8turc, and by this means keep the pots 
lands of Boss county, setting two or three thou- ground be not sufficiently dry, it is better to close, and earth moist
sand the first year, and more the second and third, I hut, if dry, there is, in the bed being sunk, the Figure 3 repre
till now it is reported there are not less than fif- advantage 0f the surrounding soil assisting to pre- - ^ËÜtSHBESBBr sents such a box
vficinity0U8Part of Ïhcse* have’I'orne fruit the past serve within the bed a more equal temperature and | : with pots,
two years, and the owners me highly pleased with | desirable moisture. *
the growth of the trees and their product thus far.
They are mostly of the variety known as the 
Shropshire Damson; but there are some of the 
large kind of plums also grown in the vicinity.
There are some smaller orchards of Damsons and 
Prunes, and also pretty large ones of the Wild 
(loose plum in other places of Southern Ohio, 
promising to be quite successful. All of these are 
depending on the jarring method of protection 
against the curculio; but more about this further

| day is warm and bright.
1 Figure 2 represents a frame with laths nailed 

across it. By means of this simple device, beds 
m&y be easily covered with boughs of evergreen or 
other shade, to retain in the earth the moisture so 
necessary for vegetation. They may be kept cov
ered till the young plants make their first appear
ance. After that light is unnecessary, but not be- 

Seeds are frequently sown in pots in the 
It is better to have

Figure 4 re-Figure ,‘i.

presents the seeds in a box. They are sown, 
as seen, in even rows. We have generally 
transplanted young seedlings from the hot- 

j bed, as soon as they would bear removal, in- 
8 to a nursery bed, rich, mellow, and shaded 
8 from too much exposure; the plants thereby 
g become hardier, and make more and better 

The additional trouble and time are

m

m - " j

roots.
well paid by the better growth of the 
plants.

IIU'..on.
At the late meeting of our State Horticultural @g 

Society we had an account of the successful expe
rience of Messrs. C. & J. Brown, of Huron county, 
near Norwalk, O. They commenced four years 
aefo last spring, planting at that time two thousand. I - - -
plum trees, on good, loamy soil, one-third of them good supply of strong----------
Lombard, and the rest Orleans, Imperial Gage and from the horse stables. It readily acquires the re- 
other leading varieties. They have since planted I (degree of heat for forcing vegetation. Lay 
three thousand more, making five thousand in all.
The trees first planted grew finely, and the Lorn- „ ^. , , .. ,
bards especially commenced to bear the third year, place marked out for the hot-bed, and after a tew 
and last year they bore an immense crop, some of days it will be in a fit condition, having begun to 
the trees as much as two bushels each of fine . t Make a frame for the bed of inch or inch
sstitsyrs»: tetitu:’» ».* . ,.„gh, :r

varieties also bore some, so that the sales were and bottom. Then commence making the hot-bed 
very little short of a thousand bushels, and the by qrst shaking up the manure with a fork thor- 
prices from $G to $7 per bushel at wholesale. oughly, and then putting it in successive layers

HOW THEY catch the whole surface of the bed. Lay layer upon
These gentlemen have invented a curculio , , ,, ,,catcher which is considered superior to that of Dr. layer to the height of two and a-half or three feet. 

Hull or any other that has been described, though Every layer is to be beaten down with the fork, 
operating on the same plan as that of Dr. H. and an(p tbe outside trodden down compact. Having 
others. It consists of a frame of muslm,^about thng made the bed, cover with the glass frame and
o'i^hopper “tlie‘lowest’point neaP the middle ; and close it till the heat begins to rise. Then lay on 
under this is a tin can or slide, into which the about six inches of rich, clean garden mould. To 
beetles roll after falling from the trees, and are paye qne> we pUt it through a wire sieve, 
kept till the orchard has been gone over, or it is The geed , be aown w]len the earth becomes
convenient to empty them out for cremation. This' J
apparatus is mounted on a pair of light wheels, . ..
with a cross-bar handle for pushing it along; and arising from the bed, will be a good indication that 
in the front part of the canvas is a slit, which proper time has arrived, and this is generally

83A zrvte ES rrS.’ïLt <• *-*«» «•* crr « - - •>"
then it closes around the same while the tree is | the young plants plenty of air when they arc up,

but not to such a degree as to chill then.

-

Before sow
ing seeds in the 
hot-bed,seethat 
it is of the pro- 
per tempera

ture. For this, we put a dible to the bed, and 
when it is taken up, the heat in the bed is known

—S.

Figure 1.
1Having prepared the site, the first requisite is a 

manure. The best is that

down this manure in a heap, loosely, near the

from the heat of the dible.

Peach Culture in Delaware.

Dr, Stewart’x System of Peach Culture.
Oil

PLANTING.

He prefers fall planting, in rows twenty feet 
each way. Advises that the plow shall run twice 
in each furrow, and throws up subsoil from the 
crossing. Fills the hole with top soil slightly 
above the level of the field. Places the tree upon 
this mound, and piles the top soil a foot over the 
roots; during the winter it will settle to a level 
with the surface.

CUTTING BACK.
Cut off the tree to the height of a walking-cane, 

after it has put forth in the spring, but do not 
wound or depress its vitality while struggling for 
existence; allow it to get a start, and new roots to 
form, before subjecting it to the shock of decapita
tion. He applies a shovelful of strong ashes close 
around each tree every spring, until the third or 
fourth year; also, as much more to the hills of 
corn between the trees, which crop by this treat
ment improves annually, whereas, by the usual 
practice, the corn crop deteriorates, and the trees 

robbed, but do not manifest it until the fruit
ing season demands a special effort.

He has observed that the ashes produce no sen
sible effect upon the trees until the second year; 
but its effect upon the corn is distinct in a few 
days.

Soda refuse is worthless as a substitute for this 
purpose, and unless the ashes yield 12 per cent, of 
salts of potash, more should be used. Some that 
he has tested only yielded 4-llths of 1 per cent.

MULCH.

He mulches his trees with coarse manure close 
around the trunk in the spring; applying it in 
April after the buds swell and blossoms appear, 
but before the peach moth deposits its eggs. Im
mediately thereafter it should be “tied' to the 
tree by throwing a furrow towards the tree on 
two opposite sides, or by shovelling the surface 
soil so that the mulch embraces the stem a toot

The condensing on the glass of the steamwarm.

jarred.
The jarring is done with an implement in the 

form of a crutch, about eight feet long, the head 
covered with rubber to prevent bruising the bark, 
and care is taken not to strike, so as to do mischief 
in that way. It is carried on top of the “catcher,” 

same man that runs the ma-

7 M Mfm
Mr ÆÆ

mit arc

yf\ Fand operated by the
chine; or, if preferred, another man or boy goes 
along and does the jarring.

The Messrs. Brown inform me that in going 
over their orchard of 2,000 trees the past season,
they used three of the machines, one man to each, I Figure
and they jarred the whole of the trees twice each 1I0T.BKU 0R C0LD frame.
day. One active man with the machine can jar
(!()() trees in four hours, or nearly at the rate of “J' '
three a minute. Of course when the trees become ^ coid frame differs from the hot-bed in not 
large it will take a longer time, as several branches • j)lc iicat of a bed of manure for forcing the 
will have to be jarred separately. The jarring u‘*' ; , .. . , ...was commenced as soon as the young fruit was seeds into early vegetation. It is a frame with a 
out of the calyx (in May), anti-was performed once sash placed on a bed of light, rich earth, in a part 
a day at first; then twice a day as soon as the cur- (d th0 g,arden having a southern aspect, screened
couple of weeks, l'ÿ'wMch timP timy I from the cutting air of the north and north-west,

ly ceased to be found—the whole number of jar-

-

The cold air being excluded by the frame, and the
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trees only should be planted along roadsides in 
cold climates, because they afford shade during 
the season when most needed, if at all. Boadsule 
trees may also interfere with the growth of crops 
in the fields adjoining, by shading, as well as by 
the absorption of moisture by their roots ; but as 
we can scarcely secure anything of value without 
some loss, perhaps the pleasure derived from pass
ing over a shady road during the hot weather in 
summer, as well as the beautiful appearance of 
such highways, more than compensate for the 
slight losses which they entail.

above the level of the ground.. .The peach moth, opinions in regard to the value of shade trees upon
finding its way to the soft bark below the surface the farm. Much, however, depends upon a man s
of the8earth barred by the mulch, deposits its eggs early life, associations and education, all of which 
in the manure whenf they either fall a prey to have their influence in forming a taste and love 
birds or the ’grubs are unable to penetrate the for the beautiful in nature and otherwise. Some

pT !ï r*i" s* " m‘Dy bul “ k saarsK an» stiai, »not have worms. 1 fireJ00(L These utilitarian notions are far too
, . I common in all new countries covered with heavy

During the first years the trees should be timber> aiui the habit which is first formed 
trained to assume the form of a wine glass with through necessity becomes so fixed and universal

^“™w“«rïïï^Sl>tI3riS.ÏÏ3| «ardeuins a,.d Farming.
enabled to plow close to the trees in the direction w;thout cost to the original owners of the land. ])o they not mean one
of the cutting. The orchard is thus plowed for rpbe brst generation of farmers destroyed that 1 namely, abundant crops produced by ample manur- 
two years, turning the furrows towards the trees. wbich the next two or three restore only in part, j an<l by very deep and frequent cultivation ? 
After two years the uncut sides of the trees are and ,rreat expense of time and money. But as I j (j’an ,\ctect no difference ; the object is to gain 
trimmed as before, and the plowing follows, turn- ^b£ge are by-gone follies in the older States, we 1 ^be m0Kf perfect and profitable developrtieht of the 
ing the furrows towards the trees at right angles jlaye only to take care of what is left of the old 1 pjan^ whether in flowering or seeding, and this 
with the two previous years. This system of. cut- jandmarks, and put out new trees whenever they f)rings me to thy consideration of deepjcultivation. 
ting back and plowing is alternated every two are likely to bc valuable or useful; and in doing so What should we say to our gardener who allowed 
years. I the subject of shade trees upon the farm should I ^ flower pot, without a hole at the bottom of it,

The trees ordinarily present the appearance of- t>e considered as carefully as their value as timber, I half-filled with dense, undisturbed stiff clay,
being planted on mounds, whereas really on a or for the fruit which they may produce. and then put into the upper half a few inches deep
level with surface soil. By following this system The contrast between two regions of country, 0f friable, manured and cultivated earth ? When
of mulching with manure, and the use of ashes ., Qne with trees judiciously distributed, and the the rain from the clouds or his watering-pot hart 
around the trees, the feeding roots do not extend tber wftbout them, is sufficient in itself to make saturated and passed through the friable surtace- 
bevond a few feet from the tree; the system of man favor the former. The generally attrac- 80il, where would it then be found? Why, cer-
plowing also brings the top soil to the tree and earance 0f a country is certainly one of its tainly, in or on the dense, undrained, unmoved
roots which extend into tire poor soil beyond have trone points, and mankind cling to things of subsoU, its only mode of escape being upwards as
always been observed to turn back to the manured , A Juite as tenaciously as to those of strict vapor through the surface soil, carrying with it to 
circle around the trees. This is on the principle fnfne88 and intrinsic value. Nomadic races the open air, as latent heat, the warmth that
of manuring in the hill, instead of enriching the w inhabit hilly, mountainous or wooded coun- should invigorate and perfect the growing plMit- 
whole ground, which is virtually impracticable in f these tend directly to a fixedness of pur- the great British agricultural undrained flower-pot
this State. I nose’ and a love of one spot which we term home. a„dits contents are thus clearly and indisputably

keeping back the buds. l Ç ’k bfH or tree is an object which clings to the I described. There is no ideality or guess-work
In the fall, remove the earth with a spade from memorÿ 0f both civilized and uncivilized man about the matter; the naked fad* stand emt m 

around the trees but do not expose the roots, and This idea may seem somewhat sentimental, but it bold and unmistakable relief, lhe 15,Ü00,0UU o cut a d-in S the basis thus formed around ££ot be defied that it is very potent in its mflu- more of acres of undrained agnculturM flower-pots 
each tree into the dead furrow beyond This ence upon nations as well as communities. (for all fanners Çr°P® bl„d ,?s ^ mX muMlv
basin is f„XeT?etard the flowM sTp trees about farm buildings. blameableTs thTmiserable five-inch agricultural
ai't.'heReason advances A goodly number of shade trees about the farm pie-crust-for every one may learn by digging and

The bud an the p«ch «-=. » «« exere.c.hee h„Mi.g, «dd ««h^S ^StZ
put h-«h to anticipate the «ad » ^iS„Th."o‘ day. oTLCSer. But many make wheat, d»»nd deeply, anJ muet beyond
necessary, and does not exist « ^e. b “fthe ““ fw mfstake of planting too many large growing the plowed soil, in search of moisture and food 
of its native country, Persia. But there the germ the mistake p g which in time exclude I and it is because this subsoil IS neither aerated and 
is projected beyond the barkand enclosed in s trees near building stand, ng manured that the wheats “gooff’' in.May. This
wrappings of vegetable tissue, in order the more both fight ana ai , become unhealthy. In ;s aiao often caused by too thick sowing, and the
speedily to respond to the advance of the season. co^tantiy m th^hadj ghould alw*ya be confu8ed competition of roots. Does not thin

The less the projection and the thicker tissue e’ver„reens, when planted in positions sowing and plant room form an essential principle
envelopes, the less the danger from late frosts and P bde tbe house, because it is only in hot I jn the gardener’s practice ? If he desires a full,
climate irregularities. It can hardly be said that that shade is desirable, and in winter all modern, perfect froit, how carefully he thins out
when the temperature is below zero any bud is we d 8olar heat to be obtained are required bis fruit in its early stage to prevent undue corn-
safe; but, even then, the possibility of maintain- tbe g ,ort and healfch As a rule, we would petition and diminutive results. So does the
ing a higher temperature of the germ, undsr the ad treeg 0f larger growth at least one I farmer with his turnips—but why not with his
protection of the bud, depends on its size an I >,,?L’(ire(Jfeet from a dwelling-house, using the in- COrn, for wheat plants require space . The twenty
thickness, and this is upon the vigor of the tree in ua space as a lawn, in which may be planted rods of laborers’ cottage garden, deeply cultivated
its efforts to mature, even during winter months, ter 8P tree8 and shrubs. Evergreen trees and highly manured by one pig, or 800 pounds of 
In proportion as a tree is vigorous, it, like an an g* g exciusively for ornamentation, meat made per acre, is an example that may be 
animal, has a higher temperature than the air m ^ never for shade. safely followed on the largest farming scale, pro-
winter; but when weak from insufficient nutrition or as wmdbrea , vided Gf UOurse, the necessary capital can be
it has less ability to resist cold—and not only the ■ trees in pastures. found. 0ur country is still not half farmed. It
germ in the bud, but the whole fruit spur is fre- frenuentlv urged that trees in pas- j8 the maximum crop that diminishes, pro rata,
quently destroyed. turcs encourages Saziness in animals, for when the fixed charges of the farm, including manual

A small deficiency in the element of nutrition ^ comfortafte reUuats from the hot sun in sum- labor, and, of course, thus increase the farmer s
will turn the scale, precisely as the death of r are at hand, they are likely to tarry too long profit. “Where there is a will there s a y,
dozen old persons in a hospital is determined by , resting-places. While it is true that so that when landlord and tenant believe that
few degrees reduction of temperature in the night, -mal institlct may not be any surer preventative their capital will pay a larger return upon
while fifty in the same ward survive, being more . , ^discretions in the dumb brute than m diminished area, agriculture will present a more
vigorous. . | man still, we believe that in all ruminants diges- agreeable and more fruitful appearance. J. J.

It has been demonstrated by a successful fruit- tion proceeds more regularly when the animal is Mechi, in the Farmer. 
ing of an orchard during the past seven years, comfortably at rest, than when subjected to oppo- 
without a single failure, that the foregoing system site conditions. Animals appear to be disposed to 
offers every inducement of certainty of crop to 8eek the cool shade of a tree when the heat is 
those who choose to adopt it. | oppressive, and it is cruel, to say _ eas , ° ‘

This system is based more upon the peculiar prive them of ■ thJR haTnet'comfortable resting- 
phvsiology of the peach in our climate than on noticed that amimals having dav would
any specific to insure the fruit, and depends for its place during ® o^ commence carlier in
success upon the application of proper nutritious feed late ® ently we fail to see wherein
elements and the judicious use of the knife, mulch the m0™1?’ pasture are detrimental to good 
„„1 ,l„w.-H,ral JT. 1-orfc,-.

------  asserted. There are certainly two sides to this
Shade Trees. (mestion, but the more humane practice would be

We regard the following, from the New York to provide shade, to say nothing o appearances.
Sun, as both sensible and timely. We wish to trees on the roadside.
say, however, that white there is no doubt as to 1 (jOI1tmuous rows of stately trees along 
the importance of planting shade trees, it is very skle add much^to ^“^^^^led^road™ ré
important, also, not to overlook the necessity of a country ^ muddy much longer after heavy 
well-defined plan or system—one which will not “““ than those fully exposed to the sun. This is 
caricature nature, and cause regret to the inteUi- doubtless true but as
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Manitoba as an Agricultural Country
According to the New YorkIndependent, Manitoba, 

which has hitherto been esteemed chiofly on ac
count of its fur business, has fine agricultural capa
cities. It is said to be one of the finest wheat 
growing countries in the world, being a black, 
alluvial mold, rich in organic deposits, and resting 
from a depth of from two to four feet on SC tena
cious clay soil. Some of the fields on the Bed Itiver 
produced forty successive crops of wheat without 
fallow or manure. The yield has reached as high 
as fifty or sixty bushels, even under the farming 
of the native. Last year oats averaged sixty bush
els to the acre, weighing over forty pounds to the 
bushel. One farmer raised 350 bushels of potatoes 
from seven bushels of seed, and the root crops gen
erally Were good. Among the vegetable products 
successfully cultivated are mentioned turnips, 
parsnips, carrots, cabbages, melons, lieets, pump
kins, squaslms, celery, lettuce, spinach, cauliflower 
and cucumbers.
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The Flat-Headed Apple Borer.
From the Prairie Farmer.

Considering the fatality of its work, and the 
number of valuable fruit and shade trees which it 
attacks, few insects are more to be dreaded than 
this flat-headed apple tree borer. Our oak trees 
die from year to year. Inquire the cause, the 
answer is : “Oh, they cannot stand the influences 
of civilization !” Search for it yourself, and you 
will find that Chrysobotlirix has more or less to do 
with the death of such trees. The townsman 
prides himself on the thrifty growth of his soft 
maples or sycamores, that are to give him the 
shade from the midsummer sun, adorn his lot, or 
line the front of his residence. After a thrifty 
growth of two, three or more years, one of the 
trees suddenly dies, and others soon follow. The 
cause is discussed—drought, packed soil, poor 
nourishment, and a dozen seemingly plausible 
sons are conjured up—and ashes, or some other 
mineral or vegetable substances, are placed around 
the butt, in tne vain effort to save the remaining 
trees. Pull off the bark, however, and the 
cause is readily discerned, for the surface of the 
hard wood is literally covered with broad, shallow 
channels paeked with saw dust like castings— 
channels which Chrysobothrix, unseen 
has been making, percha'nce since

rea-

5rea

tree was
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in ivy screens, or as specimens in drawing-rooms, 
when others happen to be scarce. They are clean, 
bright and cheerful everywhere; and even if one 
bloom only is open when gathered, all the others, 
to the very top of the spikes will open freely with 
care.

In vases of cut flowers the gladioli are generally 
improved by good grasses being intermixed with 
them; for example, we have cutting to put round 
the sides of the graceful Millium multoflorum and 
Piptatherum Thomasii, and for the centre Paniceum 
fimbriatenus. Perhaps the most effective are 
among the numerous summer varieties, as Agrostis 
laxifolia, which, when introduced neatly among 
the gladiolus, blooms, has all the appearance of long 
threads of wavy silk, clustering round as a protec
tion to the blooms, and through which they appear 
to interesting advantage.

Our method of planting is the same as a Devon
shire farmer plants his potatoes. The ground is 
double-dug in winter, and at planting time a 
trench is taken out one spade deep. The bulb is 
then put in, covering a little soil over the top, and 
upon this is placed a good coating of manure and 
leaf mould mixed, the manure being fresh and warm, 
às we find that old rotten chcesey looking manure 
brings disease, and does not push the young growth 
so vigorously and quickly as fresh manure.

during the latter part of May, and is found all 
through the summer months. The eggs are laid 
by the female, by preference, under the loose 
scales, or within the cracks and crevices of the 
bark, several of them being not unfrequently 
found together. The young larvæ hatching from 
them gnaw through the bark, and feed upon the 
liber, boring broad and flattened channels, and 
very soon girdling the smaller trees. W hen its 
jaws get stronger, it usually bores into the more 
solid wood, working for awhile upward, and when 
about to transform it invariably cuts a passage 
back again to the outside, leaving but a thin 
covering of bark over the whole. It then retreats, 
and after packing the excrement around it, so 
to form a smooth cavity, changes to the pupa 
state. The pupa, at first white, by degrees ex 
hibits the colors of the future beetle, and in the 
course of about three weeks the latter gnaws its 
way through the thin bark door, which, as larvæ, 
it had left, closing its passage way.

It is a singular instinct this, that teaches the 
larvæ, which has powerful jaws, to prepare for the 
exit of the beetle, which has much more feeble 
ones, and this instinct is most strikingly i I lustrated 
when the infested tree is surrounded with some 

I covering, like wire gauze, which is proof against 
I even the jaws of the larvæ. 1 n such an event,

as
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SCENE ON I>. M. FERRY AND 00.'S SEED FARM, DETROIT, MIOtl

even though the wire touch not the bark, the ! 
larviu will work its way through the latter, and 
test, in every conceivable way, the resistance of 
the wire, and frequently succumb in the effort to 
penetrate it. Yet, normally, this same larvæ 
would take every precaution not to penetrate the 
bark.

Whether this borer remains in the tree nigh 
upon one or two years after hatching, no one has 
definitely determined. The general impression is 
that it acquires its full development in a single 
year, lie this as it may, the larva* are found of 
different sizes during the fall, and young ones not 
much over one-eighth of an inch long may be 
found in mid-winter. Yet in April and May by 
far the larger portion will be found either full- 
grown or in the pupa state, and the above facts 
indicate protracted and irregular period of egg- 
depositing, rather than that two years are required 
for development.

Onion Seed.first set out. Mountain ash, linden, box elder, 
beech, plum, pear and peach, alike succumb to its 
attacks, while the apple is so subject to its injuries 
that no man who does not understand this enemy, 
and is willing to give some little time to mastering 
him, can hope to succeed in growing apple trees 
in Missouri ; and, in reality, the time and money 
spent in planting young apple orchards in the 
greater portion of the Mississippi Valley is gener
ally wasted for want of the necessary precaution 
against this insect. It has been more especially in
jurious and noticeable the present year, and com
plaints of its work, with specimens, have, as 
before indicated, reached me from very many dif
ferent sources.

In the pages of this journal we have given some 
accounts of the great centres of different kinds of 
animals, implements, plants and seeds. The onion 
is a welcome and well known vegetable to us all, 
though but few of us known what a large business 
is carried on to supply us with the little packages 
of seed for our gardens. Messrs. Ferry & Co., of 
Detroit, are, we believe, the most extensive grow
ers of onion seed in America. They raised ten 
tons of seeds on 50 acres of land the past season. 
The above cut was engraved from a photograph of 
the work in the field, but the bungling artist had 
no idea of following the photograph, which is 
much better than the above cut. This company

ITS NATURAL HISTORY.
The natural history of this borer is thus briefly 

The beetle is very variable in size, and has 
been described under a number of different names. 
It is greenish-black or bronze colored, with metallic 
reflections, and the under side more coppery or 
brassy. The more characteristic features are two 
irregular, impressed, transverse marks across each 
wing-cover, dividing them into about three equal 
lengths. This beetle, like all the species of the 
family (Buprestidœ) to which it belongs, is diurnal 
in habit, and may frequently be found basking in 
the sun, on the trunks of those trees which it 
more particularly frequents. It begins to appear

told.
employ from 200 to 300 women and girls in weed
ing the ground during the summer and packing 
seeds in winter. We paid a visit to their seed 
tabljshmeptin Detroit during February, and there 

found about 250 women and girls, all as busy 
Some were making bags; others assort-

Tlie Gladiolus
We have no decorative flower ro generally use

ful as the gladiolus. It can be had in bloom all the 
summer months, or wc might say, from May to 
Christmas; and besides being a great favorite, it 
can scarcely be used amiss for in-door decoration, 
even as rainbows for fire places, or three-feet spikes

es-

we
as bees.
ing and packing seeds. We being more accustomed 
to logging and clearing land with oxen, considered
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this rather a curiosity. We used to think 50 or! extensive use as a roadside tree. For this purpose
60 men at a bee, with 10 or 12 yoke of oxen, was a i* » well adapted by' its rapid growth, its hand-

-8ht, -d « thought thot . g™,
amount of work was done when night came. This And why not line our highways with fruit-bearing 
would only be a one day job on a farm once in a trees ? the shade and the verdure, blossom and

but here, in this seed work, 15 horses are the would refresh and benefit alike the
traveller and the land-owner. This is a subject
which concerns the whole public; it is a matter fit 
for legislation, and should receive attention from 
the Horticultural Societies. A striking feature in 
the landscape of Southern Germany is the double 
rows of fruit trees along the highways, which, 
from favoring heights, spread their sinuous and 
crossing lines before the eye.

The cherry demands a dry subsoil, and a loose, 
sandy loam is usually considered best for the sur
face. West and northwest slopes, if not too much 
exposed to the sweep of winds, should be preferred 
to eastern or southern. When started right it

from more southern lati-their earliest sui 
tudes, and their latest from their own.

New Varieties of Grapes.
In this number of the Advocate we bring to the 

notice of our readers two new varieties dkgrapes. 
One, called the “Lady," you will find fully de
scribed in another part of the paper; the other is 
called the “Janesville.” This grape has been 
thoroughly tested in the Western States, and has 
given great satisfaction to those who have raised 
it. For early bearing, perfect hardiness and rapid 
maturity of its wood, it surpasses any other variety 
there cultivated. When other kinds have been 
totally destroyed by the severe frosts of that 
country, this grape has come out all right in th 
spring and borne heavily the following season. It 
has stood a temperature of 35 ° below zero with 
out the least injury. It is a purple

year;
employed cultivating daily, when the ground is fit, 
liesides the large amount of help spoken of before.
To see a long regiment, or school, of eirls, all 
working in their different departments, is a sight 
that would astonish most of those that sow from 
the little packages. As Messrs. Ferry & Co. make 
a specialty of onion seed on their farm, one would 
at once conclude that Detroit must be one of the 
main centres for the onion seed business. They 
raise many other varieties of seeds, as they have 
three hundred acres de- 

The
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grape, and will 
compare favorably with 
the Concord in quality, 
and ripens about the 
middle of August. We 
will give one of these 
vines to any one send
ing in two new subscrib
ers at $1.00 each.

We have no doubt 
that this grape would 
prove a very excellent 
one for the great mass 
of our readers in Canada 
to cultivate. This va
riety is introduced to 
us by Mr. A. Headman, 
the leading fruit grower 
in this part of Canada, 
who unhesitatingly re
commends it as likely 
to give sa'infection to 
thone who will give it a 
fair trial.

voted to them, 
vast amount of business 
done by this firm may 
be imagined when we 
were shown a bundle of

un

1,000 letters, which ar
rived the day before our 
visit. Some of our read
ers may wish to procure 
seeds direct from the 
growers, but we do not 
know of any firm that 
make much of a busi
ness of raising garden 
seeds in Canada. Mr. 
Otwell, of St. Mary’s, 4| 
raises a few, as also do ^ 
some others. We pre
sume Ferry & Co. raise 
more small seeds than 
all Canadian seed grow
ers combined. We were 
highly pleased with our 
visit, and hope to sec 
more of there Ame
rican establishments.
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"3m: Prize Essays-Con- 

^ tributions.
F We regret being 
™ obliged to hold over 
X some valuable contribu

tions received for our 
paper. They are only 
postponed till our next 
issue. The essays writ
ten on manure, in com
petition for the prizes 
we had offered, were 
si.mc of them so late 
in coming to hand, that 
the necessary examina
tions could not be had. 
The articles on the con
struction of a bank 
barn have been so nu
merous and lengthy that 
we have thought it bet
ter to postpone the ad
judication on them alL 
One of our subscribers 
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<LJThe cherry is one of 
the most healthy and 
luscious of summer 
fruits; it is an universal 
favorite, yet it occupies 
but a subordinate place 
in the market orchards 
of our land, and the sup
plies mainly come from 
scattering trees planted 
originally merely with 
a view to family use.
The region in which this 
fruit succeeds is exten
sive; it has been and is 
a free grower, an early 
and profuse bearer, and 
well adapted to bring 
fruit quickly to settlers 
in new countries. It 
has been largely planted 
in California, where it 
flourishes, and the cities 
of that State are better supplied with this fruit than 
are those of the Atlantic seaboard. The improve
ments which have been made, and established in 
extensive and successful operation, wdiereby our 
perishable summer fruits may be cheaply and 
quickly preserved through all the year, render it 
impossible to glut the markets as formerly, and the 
production of all varieties becomes a safe and 
profitable business. With professional fruit
growers the cherry is destined to largely increase 
in favor, and to rival the strawberry and the 
peach; and as the production becomes larger and 
more reliable the market will be steadier and the 
profits surer.
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prize for the best plan 
and description of ihe 
fowl house. W e wish 
the plan not to exceed 
three inches. Some of the 
plane for barns are un
necessarily large — the 
plan, it has been re
marked, is as large as the 
barn itself. Contribu-

needs no pruning, but if the knife must be used to tious should be received by the 15th of March, 
correct some fault, let the cutting be done in mid
summer. In over-rich soils its growth is wood Carrlsve on Seeds,and not fruit, and it is liable to split open in the carriage On seen#
trunk and large limbs, decay and die. This is the Many subscribers are inquiring the cost of car- 
greatest vira whack to its culture in the West, and riage of seeds to different points. We pay postage 
the remedy is a suitable soil and location, heading on aJJ seeds sent by mail, but we never pay for 
low, and applying washes frequently to the bark, those sent by express or by rail. The coat by ex- 
which will soften it and permit the necessary ex- press on the G.W.R. orG.T.R. to Windsor, Sus. 
pansion. Bridge or Toronto, is 25c. for leas than 10 tbs. ; or

Owing to its size, close skin and clastic pulp, will be 50c. to Collingwood or Kingston; 
the cherry bears transportation admirably. It about 75c. to Ottawa or Montreal ; east of 
may be carried from the orchards to distant mar- Montreal 
kets in good order, ami the season of use suffi
ciently prolonged. England receives immense 
quantities of cherries from Southern Germany and 
from France, which come into market much 
earlier than those 
this country the
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THE “LADY.” GRAPE.

about $1. In larger quantities the ra'e 
per It»., is per rail, about 50c. per 100 lbs. to Toronto, 
Sus. Bridge or Windsor; to Montreal $1 per cwt.

hits; larger lots are cheaper in proportion. 
This will give you a margin to estimate on. If sent 
by a roail where there is no opposition, the rates 
will be doubled.

In ornamental qualities the cherry is hardly sur
passed by any other fruit tree, and if a fruit tree 
is used for decorating the yard or lawn—in point 
of good taste a questionable use—there is none 
better. We can heartily recommend, however, its

for small

grown on her own soil. So in 
Northern markets must draw

ty
y
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to come the motion is deadened, or made slower, 
and four quarts of cold spring water is added to 
each churn. Enough water is added so as to 
raise the liquid mass to cover the dash, to preven 
it striking the cream. Then, just as soon as the 
butter is formed, the churns are detached from the 
power, and the butter gathered by hand.

rmilk is now drained off, and the 
/into a large tub with cold spring 
[it is washed by working it gently 
■e. Washing in two waters thor- 
Ethe buttermilk, when it is immedi- 
SEthe rate of three-quarters of an 

pound of butter.

Taking up the second objection first, the cattle 
farms recommended would do much to provide a 
better meat supply, and in regard to the latter 
butter as well as cheese ought to be made at 
cheese factories. There was considerable butter 
in whey, which on the present system was lost. 
There was no reason why a large trade should 
not be done in butter as well as cheese An
other neglected element in milk was the sugar 
it contained.—It differed from cane or common 

of medical value, and in England sold
desirable

£todt and $a!ry.
Dairymen’s Convention.

Prof. Ball, said the subject he hid chosen for dis
cussion was “Canada in the Dairy and in the Mar
ket,” and which, he said, was of the greatest im- 
portance both for Englishman and Canadians. He 
referred to the steady increase in the manufacture 
of cheese in the Province, and gave some statistics 
as to the quantity of cheese made, and the number 
of factories in operation, and also the quantity 
shipped, which he said was largely in excess of 
last year, the estimated value cf the whole product 
for 1874 being over $3,000,000, The Prof, also al
luded to the amount which the English market 
could receive before it would be overstocked, and 
placed the figures at about 600,000,000 lbs. There 
was also a quantity of cheese shipped from other 
countries to the English market, which were im
ported into that market more as a luxury than for 
their good qualities. He then gave a description 
of the different kinds of cheese imported from 
foreign countries, which were mostly of an inferior 
quality to the Canadian and American makes.
The Canadian cheese had already attained a posi
tion in the British market profitable both for the 
consumer and the manufacturer ; and in order 
to gain a still higher position, Canadians should 
strive tojimprove tneir uairies. He then addressed 
himself more particularly to the patron, as it was 
with him the great secret of successful cheese
makim? lav He referred to the different breeds mium on creamery ,.of cattfe. and mentioned the Shorthorns and Ayr- Cold Spring Creamery, East Hamilton, Madison 
shires; and more particularly the latter, as the Co., N.Y. About the middle of September we 
best for dairy purposes—both the pure breed and visited the Cold Spring factory, and it may be of 
the cross with the Canadian cattle, and which were interest to our readers to learn how the butter 
very easily kept. He referred to the management made at this factory. The factory is a small one, 
of cows. If cows receive proper treatment, they 28x30 feet, taking the milk of only 90 cows, 
would amply repay the patron for any extra trouble There are nine patrons, and milk is delivered morn- 
in the quahty of the milk. He also referred to mg and evening, the most distent patron living 
the quality of food that cows should have, and the about one-half mile from the factory. East Ham- 
patrons should see that they had a full quantity of Uton is situate on the east branch of the Chenango 
food, and of a wholesome quality. And not only River, in a charming valley, with lofty 
should their food be particularly looked after, but either side. The pasturage is sweet and nutri- 
the cows seould not be allowed to drink out of tious, and there is an abundance of clear spring 
filthy or stagnant pools. The reputation of a water. This section has all the elements for pro- 
factory has often been destroyed by a patron al- ducing choice butter. The tarms are mostly small, 
lowing his cows free access to filthy water, thereby ranging from 50 to 100 acres, and the farmers are 
tainting the milk, which, when put into a vat neat and thrifty, being mostly descendants of New 
with good pure milk, would have a tendency to ef- England stock.
feet tne whole. Cows should also be comfortably plan of setting the milk. , , . ,. ,
housed during the winter months, and when The Jewett pan8 are used at the Cold Spring ^^/“l^port^iceTn dricutsint th^ relative 
weather permitted to allow them plenty of exercise. g • Creamery. The size of the pans are 11x4 con»'defr^”eZSmZbutter makto^is the value 
The proper treatment of cows was essential or the fePet fix inches deep, and four pans complete the p{r°ourmilk {„r feeding purposes. We endeavored 
production of a first-class dairy. Ike rrot. cau- . T^e pans are of the ordinary size for 150 71 ^
tioned farmers strongly not to draw milk from an ^ but the manager of the Cold Spring factory fch.e vie , ,P i i ? ii^rl.«lth, cow <U •< thinks they ore not^too large for 100 cows. The
known to arise from cheese being eaten that was mjlk ig get four inches deep m the pans. .,+ ond ner 100 nounds- and indeed we
made ifimÜkHhat,WOf J*™!}toa™iTbUpatrtmshad In order to adapt the pans to variation in quan- were informed that at the Union Creamery that 
unhealthy. He a s , «-he milk before tity of milk received, the pans are divided length- prlce wa5 freely paid by patrons who had occasion
°f ^wise with a partition of tin. This we think, is ^need sour milk for feeding purposes. On the
ww® Tbia was dishonest anil it ^was reducing objectionable when both sections of the pan are otker hand, Mr B. 0. Ackley, an intelligent far-
butter. . if natrons wish to make used, since the temperature of the milk cannot be ■ w)10 had kept a pretty accurate account of
the quality o the cheese. If readily regulated. The milk during summer is Z’vXe of sour milk for feeding purposes, said
theZhouhf keep aif extra number of cows for that held in the pans until it is 24 or 26 hours old, and 100poumla were worth about 15c., either as a feed
they 8 1 . , , • il -il, is generally allowed to sour. W hen. the milk r calves or hogs during ordinary years. In this6to?toetheU£oS m Another means „f injuring begins to topper at the bottom, and the cream is conliection wc to ay remark that Mr. Ackley was 
sent to the taaory- Anouier mea J 6 wrinkled, it is skimmed. The pans stand with raiai some very tine calVes which had been fed,

The cheese thus manufactured would necessarily at about 60 ° while the cream is rising. This tem- ’ , ,,
be of an inferior quality, and would bring a lower 1 perature, Mr. Holmes, the manufacturer, says,can- We tested some of the packages of butter at the 
nrioe which certainly would not rebound to the not be maintained during the hottest weather in factory, and found it of excellent flavor and 
credit of the factory ! summer, since the milk-room, being above ground, quality, it may be remarked here that, consider-

...... ( . and constructed with thin walls, gets heated up, ing the tine sweet feed on which the cows are kept,
The question of drawing milk to tne tactoiy while the lal.ge surface of the milk spread over the the abundance of pure, cool spring water, the

ones or twice a day was discussed and tlic twice g absorbs the heat from the room rapidly, and small herds, the neat farms and their surroundings, 
a day plan advocated on the ground that milk can thg milk ia maqe aeVeral degrees warmer than the short distance over which the milk was hauled
be better taken care of at the factory than at the ^ degired j„ thc spring and fall, or during cool to the factory, we are not surprised at the award
farmhouse, and also because if the milk is kept weather a coai stove in the room regulates the of the first prize at the great fair in Central New
over night cream arises on it, and there is a very *empera^ure 8Q that the milk stands very uniform- York.—Rural New Yorker. 
strong temptation to remove the cream and so im- rn‘p ’
povensh the milk the only argument for once a D churning. TllC Dairy.
ÎrovemenTof pasUuedlnd was then”urged and’a The churning is done every morning, Sundays The variations in the yield of milch cows are 
variety ”fd°reSs given to secure the result, excepted, thc Saturday’s cream being churned caused more by the variations m the nutritive 
wu ÎL, ;t hZttfpr ,, an for thc dairy farmer Saturday night. The dash churn is used, barrel element of their food than by a change of the form l s ôSwn m hToS oto^ buy them was and a half ste, and it is operated by horse power. | in which it is given. ; A cow kept through the
to raise ins own miicn cow o y which Mr. Holmes thinks no churn equal to the dash for winter on mere straw, says a practical writer on
the one plan wZ preferable, and those under making a nice grained butter During the hottest this subject, “ will cease to give milk; and, when 

, was best The establishment of weather the ci earn m the churn is tempered to fed in spring on green forage, will give a fair quan- la ge bÏÏeding farm, for a' supply of dairy stock 58 = ; but at thc time of our visit, thc 17th of Sep- tity of milk But she owes the cessation and res- 
w£ advocated Some objections to the cheese tember, the temperature of the cream, when the Deration of the secret,on to respectively the dmn-
factory system were adverted to, such as a scar- churns were started, was 60 = . About an hour is nution and the increase of her nourishment, and
sity o'f butter ami high price of butchers’ meat, occupied in churning, and when the butter begins not at all to the form, or of outward substance, in

The but|e 
butter thro'l 
water, WHmN 
with the riS

ghly e*S|
ately saljddJ 
ounce of dalt

sugar,
at eight shillings, ($2) a pound. It 
that experiment be made in this direction. In con
clusion, thoroughness in everything connected with 
the cheese business was urgently insisted on as 
essential to high success.

The proceedings of the meeting were interesting 
throughout, and we regret te be compelled by the 
pressure of other matter to postpone till our next 
issue the remainder of onr

was
was ou

THE SALT WEIGHER.

Mr. Holmes has a very handy implement for 
butter-makers, which may be denominated the 
“ butter and salt scales.” It is simply a pair of 
scales so arranged that by placing the butter in a 
bowl on a standard, and by adding salt to the dnh 
on the end of the scale-yard until the scales are 
balanced, you get the exact quantity of salt re
quired for the lump of butter. It is arranged so 
that the scales may be set for salting at the rate of 
from a quarter ounce to 1 ^ ounces of salt to the 
pound of butter. It is a simple and cheap affair, 
and should be in the hands of every butter maker, 
as it saves time and trouble in weighing and cal
culating the amount of salt for a given weight of 
butter.

The salt is worked through the butter while in 
the washing tub, the ladle being used for that pur
pose, when the butter is removed to the cooling 
vat, or where the vessel holding it may be sur
rounded with cold spring water, and it remains 
there until next morning, when it is thrown upon 
the butter-worker and worked over, and then 
goes to the packages. The butter is put up in 
return butter pails, and goes to New York city, 
and the price received at the factory is two cents 
less per pound than the highest quotations for 
fancy butter in New York city.

BUTTER FROM A GIVEN QUANTITY OF MILK.

During the summer, under the system above de
scribed, 100 pounds of milk yield four pounds of 
butter; but as the season advances a pound of 
butter is obtained from a less quantity of milk. 
At the time of our visit the ratio was one pound 
of butter from 23 of milk.

report. Corn fodder 
for milch cows; the size of cheese that will command 
the best price, in the English market; the coloring 
of cheese were among the subjects of discussion. 
These and abridged reports of the other addresses 
delivered we must postpone.

i

The Premium Factory Batter—Where 
and How Made.

At the late Central New Yoik Fair the first pre
butter was awarded to the

!
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SOUR MILK.

The sour milk is taken away daily by the pat-
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Horse Raising and Breeding.

Essay read by Mr. G. J. Cockbumat the meeting 
of the Pasfinch Farmer’s Club:—

Entering at once upon the discussion of the 
question, I propose briefly to consider two points 
in connection with it,leaving the fuller consideration 
of the whole subject to other members of the 
club.

Lincoln Sheep in Australia.Let cowswhich the nourishment is administered, 
receive through winter nearly as large a proportion 

. of nutritive matter as is contained in the clover, 
lucerne and fresh grasses which they eat in sum
mer, and, no matter in what precise substance or 
mixture that matter may be contained, they will 
yield a winter’s produce of milk quite as rich m 
casein and butyraceous ingredients as the summer s 
produce, and far more ample in quantity than 
almost any dairymrn with old-fashioned notions 
would imagine to be possible. ”

We keep too much stock for the quantity of 
good and nutritious food which we have for it; and 
the consequence is cows are, in nine cases out ot 
ten, poorly wintered, and come out in the spring 
weakened, if not, indeed, positively diseased, and 
a long time is required to bring them into a condi
tion to yield a generous quantity of milk.

It is a hard struggle for a cow reduced in flesh 
and in blood to fill up the wasted systems with 
the food which otherwise has gone to the secretion 
of milk; but, if she is well fed, well housed, well 
littered, and well supplied with pure, fresh water, 
and with roots or other moist food, and properly 
treated to the luxury of a frequent carding and 
constant kindness, she comes out ready to com
mence the manufacture of milk under favorable 
circumstances.

An Extract from the Beport of the Secretary of 
Agriculture.

“Of all the British breeds, the Lincoln, per-

.......
and seems to undergo a gradual but not deleterious p What breed 0f horse will best suit us—that 
change (as was noticeable in the flock ot the late beat meet our agricultural wants, and how shall 
Mr. Thomas Austin when brought under the ^
hammer), which, if carefully Pr.e3®™.et Z„ed in n. What is the best method of feeding and

x ^^--££3=*. x,,1
marked change for the worae a“d antry members of this club. The true answer will de-
greatly from its value as a sheep for this coun y. extent upon the object we
The Cotswold is of little «lue, Ce in view inbreeding and raising horses, and
Cheviot has not been much tried, the lx y urDoae which we intend them to serve. If we
Marsh is proving itself a useful sheep on lowbaveheavy teaming to do, we want heavy horses; 
and is likely to turn out the bes't breed for r is h ^ ^.y to makge a speedy journey on the road,
ing fluke; while the Border Leicester, hke we need a good traveller; and if we require a horse
pure-bred sheep, exhibits a tendency to degenerate n ®ariety of purposes, we should try and 
fn this climate. ' But some of the above, more par- to^serve hom" that possesses, as far as possible,
ticularly the Lincoln and the Leicester, cross a obt necessary powera to serve these. Now, this,
mirably with the Merino ; and our farmers will 3Whatwe as a Club, or as a Township want,
probably have to depend chiefly on /fp" breed and to this I shall more particularly eonflne myself, 
these for the development of While, however, considering such a horse as most
The pure-bred long-wools are still too exPe”sl™ 1 suitable and profitable for us, I by no means over- 

, , t:m6a render them profitable when kept in small 1 , fact tbat jt would be impossible for our
Who has not noticed the grains, am . uniess for stud purposes. It may remunerate a to _et ajon„ without any draught horses,

even lumps of salt, in butter, often gi ing i sheep-owner to purchase a few high-classe instance farmers who have very heavy clay
agreeable taste and appearance ? This is due t„ | P ramg to t to his flock, but it will reqC^th weight and strength, and
the practice of salting butter after it is churned, g * never pay the man who may possess, say, land to plow reqmre^osn ^ ^ ^
the salt not getting thoi ouglily ,dl®a<^et ‘ 150 or fewer ewes, to give from £35 to £o0 apiece heavy horses will always be required for

The way to remedy this, which we have prac ^ ^ The man wbo desires to possess a aC„nt of teaming to be done m connec-
ticed for some time, is to salt the ciea . sheep of the right sort, will have to begin at the :?b raiiwaVs &c., and any person having
the cream is put into the churn a suffici 1 " beginning aud work upwards. Let lnm select, ^ suited to ra’iee such stock will find ready
tity of salt is put into it to ^ntler it ^ according to his grazing capabilities, a number of „ood price for such animals. But such
When the butter is churned and worked it will be WBj1.frmmed Merino ewes, and put to them “ arfn„t be found in any great number in
found to be very evenly salted, not a P tbe best-bred Lincoln or Leicester ia.m he can Township. As to the manner in which we
grain of salt undissolved. Of course m procüre, selected from some good flock. And if b a borge as we want, there can be no
salt put in the cream will not remam in - ge will then pay proper attention to culling, and but the whole gecret in breeding horses so
ter, but will be contained in the buttermdk; not use one of his cross-bred rams until a new *’ur atoek may improve, rather than to go back,

And here, let me say, is one o 8 type has been firmly established in his flock, h right cross. Now, we can see
benefits. The buttermilk shovild be fed. to the JP ̂  be ukely to get far wrong in his under- ® \ gcJev“ da gwhere the progeny is not by
pigs. The pigs will be healthier, wnj «etTn their taking.” auv means equal to either the dam or the sire.
and fatten easier for the salt ey g .—-------------------------- ------ ---- ------- Thi= f~r,nent.ly seen when a low set, stout built
drink. It has been my experience, also, that the ---------------  mare U bred to the same description of a horse,
meat of pigs thus given a qua y difficult SHI)£ tm Now the proper cross in such a case is to breed our

« __ ==!=£—— aar xk. s" 1 11 r»,m Horses. J- ™ XÏX'XîS

oi m rsâ txcsXE asAastt iÂætïx »We use about a pint of salt to four gaU_ because of work, but of the want of care. me that a heavy Clydesdale horse would only be a
Common salt that is pure will do. a. • f ^ horseg wear out as fast, if not faster, than burden to llimself, a great trial to the patience of

horses that work during the year ; now there is a bia ma8ter, much more expensive to keep, and not 
s,, itvitisli Markets cause for all this. In the first place horses that 80 auitable for us as a horse of a lighter and more Canadian Cheese in British marit ^ have been in open air and sunshine, should have active kind, i. e.; a horse with just enough blood 

From Scotch papers of recent date, we are tbeae hygienic influences all of the time, and horses tQ -ve activity and endurance. The horses which 
pleased to learn that Canadian cheese is not only that have been in active exercise should still be j jf giving my opinion, would recommend for this 
attracting some attention, but beginning to occupy alluWed ample room and opportunity for what part 0f the country can be obtained by breeding
a hi eh position in the markets of Great Britain. exercise nature requires. Then again, horses QUr aVerage mares to an imported thorouflh-bred 
This was particularly noticeable at the great annual that have been fed high should by all means have coach horse of the heaviest stamp, such as the one 
cheese fair held laitely in the west of Scotland. enough feed to recruit them that they will look that took the first prize as the last Central Fair in 
The numbers of entries were unusually large, up- g|eek an(j have enough fat to keep them warm. Guelph in the roadster class. Taking such * home 
ward of 1,300 of the most famous dairies of Scotland horses have accomplished the and using him for our class of mares we would get
mid England being represented. The Judges being Theref ore when wecks a class of horses with style, activity; strong, clean
selected from the most experienced cheese factanes work of > thfi firgt thin„ U) be done is to flat legs composed of bone and muscle; horses that
of the kingdom. Thus the specimens of Canadian or month , then8 give them their could do almost equally well everything we require;
cheese were placed alongside of the very finest have the shoes taken on tn gi ti|lthoy horses that could stand a good hard drive if required;
1ZZ produced in the world, and were tested by regular feedJor*J>wd*y. at 'east t'I at ^ ^ ^ work on the1arm in a day if not more,
those who are most capable of forming an opinion show »gnslof good, fresh, nm ^ ^ for a than the lumbering Clydes. For such horse» too,
is the their merits. It is interesting, therefore-4» then drop the h thenfcave off the there is always a good demand in the market, and
notice the'remarks of Mr. Co—n of London, Jimewithtwo | they camman^l su?h prices as will make it as pro-
who with the concurrence of the other judges, morning hl.. -tiUI would never let a horse “go to fitable to raise them for sale as any other class, 
expressed himself as follows: “The general quality fa’n ^that Is stlnd and Paw or ask for food We need not expect them all to be prize takers
of the cheese shown was as good as any he ever be hu g y, rather tiian a gain to try any more than any other class but we would al-
saw. As a stranger to the district, coming here at night^f ^ Qut Qf hig honeat Jiving. As the ways be sure of a good, durable horse, such as would
icsi:X.xi.‘S.xrx.ch=i.- "XXXïoXÆrfÆdSK q

number of dairies in Somersetshire was de- jnve once t'wiceor thnoe»^ ^ h&y anll goo(( atallions than by using heavy ones Nothing can 
There was some Canadian be. By a g F tb v lnav reuuire be more important than to pay great attention toshown. As we fresh, pure water, with sa^t, as they_may m^u.re^ e ofIataliion We breed from. It is not only

Now as to exercise, after the norse has eaten tne “ex ke , horec aa a bad one, but in
morning meal, turn him loose int fe » fc reality much cheajier, because he is more service- 
yard, and let him remain til noon; » ter the no „ «“e can L no excuse for not using the
feed, turn him out again till night, thenput h^up awe. so ^ ^ j)(;8t pro8aible breed. It is
and feed for the night; o horses are a fact greatly to be deplored that this part of the
should keep bun m the tajile.^j t horse* aeel to be overrun with a mongrel breed
worked part of the time, keep . ,, of stallions They are, perhaps more than a third
according to the work, but or fourth cross already and with our cool blooded
yard exercise whenever he is let up from work Mam. ^ouren^ ^ ^ breed from 8Uch. A half-

i Ploughman.
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I Salting Butter.
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cream.
Prairie Farmer.
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creasing every year.
cheese as finely flavored as any .
have already said, the other judges concurred in 
in this opinion. It must be extremely gratifying 
to cheese manufactures in this country to learn that 
in the production of an article of such a domestic 
use they can not only compete with their neighbors 
across the line, but also with the most favorable 
makers of Britain, whose reputation was world- 
wike before Canadian makers had turned their at
tention to this branch of agricultural industry.— 
Kingston Chronicle.
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! panied by pain and unattended by destruction of 

tissues, which often lead to aggravation of cases, 
and to Unsightly blemishes. The professional 
man may make choice from a variety of agents to 
prepare the proper application.

The following, of which the active ingredient is 
pirits of turpentine, I have used with satisfactory 

results :—
One ounce of spirits of turpentine is well incor

porated by beating and mixing with the yolk and 
white of a fresh egg; to this mixture is then added 
six ounces of vinegar, and the whole is well stirred. 
The preparation is of a cream-like color and con
sistence, and it is to be rubbed over the seat of 
tumefaction and pain for a period of several 
minutes.

Of course it will be urged that spavins are not 
always to be cured by the lenient process recom
mended. Granted. One of the objects I have in 
view in writing on spavins is, as well as to show 
their causes and character, to point out their in
curability, and to denounce, with all the weight 
which my humble opinion can carry, the cruelty 
and false economy of submitting every poor horse 
suffering from ulceration and fixture of the bones 
entering into the construction of one of the most 
important joints, to a painful and sometimes bar
barous method of treatment, which cannot be 
attended with good results.

The dictum that desperate diseases demand des
perate measures for their treatment, cannot be too 
strongly deprecated. It was but the other day 
that this doctrine was acted on in the case of the 
most fatal diseases, and when horses were very 
commonly bled to death. Let no violence be done 
because it has been the rule; neglect nothin?, but, 
above all, refrain from acting unadvisedly of doing 
too much.

salt has been sprinkled, may be offered by hand. 
The horse feels man to be his master, and apprecia
te and attention bestowed upon it in the hour of 
sickness. It will stand still to be caressed, and 
advance his hanging ears to catch the accents of 
sympathy.

Beware of what is termed active treatment; a 
purgative is death during influenza, It generally 
will induce the prostration from which the animal 
never recovers. Formerly, it was common to see 
four strong men propping up a horse during his 
endeavor to walk. But the lower class are fond of 
joking one with another. Such was the usual 
results of their employment on these occasions. 
In the fun, the horse got but partially support, 
while the noise distressed the diseased animal.

bred mare should never be put to a half-bred stal
lion, as in nine cases out of ten, the product degen
erates, whereas if we breed from a thoroughbred 
stallion the product will be superior to the dam. 
Before closing this point, on which I have dwelt 
longer than I had intended, permit me to say that 
it would be a great boon to out country if something 
could be done to put a stop to these poor half-bred 
horses going about our country. If Parliament 
would impose such a tax or license, as is imposed 
on some other things, on all horses standing for 
breeding purposes it seems to me, a good purpose 
would be served. Having dwelt so long on the 
breed to raise, and how to obtain it, I can but 
briefly touch upon the other points, viz: What is 
the best method of feeding and caring for horses? 
This is a subject with which, I suppose, most of 
ua are acquainted ; so but a few words will be 
sufficient from me.

It is of great importance that attention be paid 
to proper feeding and care when young, as this is 
what makes the foundation of a good horse. W hen 
the foal is sucking, its dam should not be 
perform any hard work as any great exertion on 
her part at once effects the milk in such a way as 
to hinder the growth of the foal. Its hair becomes 
dry and stands erect, an appearance which seldom 
leaves, until the foal has been a few months on the 
grass the following spring. Foals should be housed 
as soon as the first frost comes at night, as the cold, 
frozen grass tends to bring on inflammation. This 
is true of all horses, but especially the young foals, 
nor should a foal be “forced” by feeding too highly, 
as this is equally injurious to the constitution, as 
lack of feed and want of care. The same attention 
should be given the following winter. Young 
horses should not be put to work too early, say four 
years should elapse before put to any hard work, 
though they should be accustomed to the harness 
at an earlier age. — “Guelph Mercury.”
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Carrots for Horses.
Towards the spring, when horses bave been many 

months highly fed on corn, carrots are extremely 
serviceable, indeed necessary. During winter 
they should be used sparingly. They used be be 
given to race horses in far greater quantities than 
they are now, having formerly had the character 
of being good for the wind; but perhaps the only 
merit they can claim in this respect is, that they 
keep the body cool and properly open, by which 
they conduce greatly to health and condition, and 
consequently to cleanliness of wind. About the 
same thing may be said of their claims to probnee 
a fine coat; but whatever conduces to health does 
so, and consequently carrots do.

Carrots should be given in pretty long slices. 
They are sometimes givem cut crossways ; this is 
really dangerous, as horses are extremely fond of 
them, and,if at all greedy, would be pretty apt to 
bolt pieces of them whole, which would be likely to 
cause some of them to stick in the throat. When 
first given they are slightely diuretic and laxative; 
but as the horse becomes accustomed to them, 
these effects are not produced, To sick and idle 
horses, they render corn unnecessary. They are 
beneficial in all chronic piseases of the respiratory 
organs.
worn-out horses much sooner than oats alone. 
They should be fed raw, in which state the horse 
prefers them.

Some persons give carrots with the grain, think
ing it temps the horses to eat their oats, if of deli
cate appetite; so they might if perfectly minced, 
otherwise they will pick them out, and the man 
may eat the oats if he pleases ; for, depend on it, 
the horse would not; but if wc were to make minced 
feed of them, we would still consider it a very bad 
plan to give them with oats; for, should the horse 
get accustomed to such a mixture, he would after
wards refuse his oats without it. For this reason 
carrots should be given as separate food; and, if 
bought at a proper season of the year, by the ton, 
in the country, they are' by no means any expen
sive one,—though they become extremely so in the 
city when an hostler can persuade his employer that 
they are necessary for his horses, buys them by 
the bunch, consumes two of those himshlf, and, if 
he is delicate as to conscience, gives the third to 
his horse; if not, they of course all go the same 
way. Carrots, if kept in a dry place in sand, will 
keep a long time, as in sand as they will keep out 
of doors, if covered with straw, and then banked 
up with earth.

made to

L
What Farmers Need.

In an article on the rapid speed of the farmers’ 
societies throughout the land, “Coleman’s Rural 
World” say s :

What we need now is, the free discussion of 
rural matters by practical farmers, foras Macauley 
has said* “men are never so liuely to settle a 
question rightly, as when they discuss it freely.” 
There has been in the past rather too much stress 
laid upon the fact that persistant industry and 
economy,unaided by books, have in their mind, 
been productive of fair pecuniary results to the 
farmer. The tendency has been to ignore every
thing that did not tend solely to money making; 
regardless of the effect of such a policy upon him
self, his family, or the country.

A positive need of the times, so far as the agri
cultural class is concerned, is the general diffusion 
of knowledge, founded on experience. This can be 
best effected by the free and impartial discussion 
of any particular branch of agriculture adapted to 
the locality where the discussions are held. The 
object of these farmers’ meetings during the wjnter 
months should be, to gather all the information 
possible in reference to special crops, so that 
farming can be conducted to better advantage, and 
thus create among the farmers of the community 
a lively emulation to excel each other in the pro
duction of the best crops, as well as to cultivate 
business and social habits.

There is a tendency to make these meetings too 
formal, instead of letting them be as they should— 
largely conversational in character. The ablest 
critics and often the best informed men, will per
sistently refuse to say anything—nevertheless, 
after the meeting is over, their incidental remarks, 
when conversing with their neighbors show a re
markable clear comprehension of the question dis
cussed. The presiding officer of the meeting 
should take especial pains to call out these men who 
are determined not to talk. The young should be 
urged to express their views. This would have the 
effect of stimulating them to the investigation of 
the question under discussion. If this method was 
adopted a nucleus of knowledge and enthusiasm 
would at once be created, which would be produc
tive of the best results, as a method of instruction, 
for it would tend to gather together floating frag
ments of experience and observation, and, like the 
growing crystal, build them up into its own sub
stance, and make them a part of its own life. J?he 
great aim of each member should be, to infuse some 
tire and life into these meetings, for as soon as this 
is done, increased vigor and efficiency willbe the 
result. One thing farmers should remember and, 
that is, that knowledge like money is valuable only 
as it is kept in circulation,

: ÎInfluenza in Horses.
A writer in theJournal of Agriculture (London)

says:
It is difficult to detrminc when the first spmptom 

of influenza is present. The author is indebted to 
the acuteness of T. W. Growing, V. 8., of camden 
Town, for a knowledge of a marked indication de
clarative of the presence of influence. A yellowness 
of the mucous membrances, best shown on the con
junctive, or white of the eye, is very characteristic.
Whenever the sign is seen, and sudden weakness 
remarked, caution should be practiced, for it is 
ten to one that the pestilence is approaching. In
fluenza is very simulative disorder; it has appeared 
as laminitis; disease of the lungs is, perhaps, its 
favorite type. Bowel complaints are apt to imitate 
each other; blowing generally commences such 
disorders. But when influenza is provalent, let 
the body’s strength and the yellowness or redness 

of the membrances be always looked to before 
and more prominent indications is particularly ob
served.

The other symptoms, which, however, are very 
uncertrin, as regards any of them being present or 
absent, are pendulous head, short breath, inflamed 
membrances swollen lips, dry mouth, enlarged eye
lids, copious tears, sore throat, tucked-up flanks, 
compressed tail, filled legs, big joints, lameness and 
hot feet. Ausculation may ditect a grating sound 
at the chest, or a noise like brickbats falling down 
stairs at the wind-pipe; whenever this last peculiar
ity is audible, there is a copious nasal discharge.
Sometimes one foot is acutely painful, and, not
withstanding the weakness, the leg is held in the 
air. Purgation has been witnessed, although con
stipation usually prevails, and the animal gener
ally stands during the continuence of the disorder.

Move the horse slowly to a well-littered, loose 
box; mind the door does not open to the north or to 
the east. No food will be eaten; but suspend a 
pail of well-made gruel within easy rach of the 
animal’s head. Let the gruel be changed, or the 
receptacie replenished at stated periods, thrice 
daily; sprinkle one scruple of calainel upon the 
tongue, and wash it down with a drink composed 
of sulphuric ether, one ounce; laudanum, one ounce; 
water, half a pint; do this night and morning.
Should the weakness be excessive, double the quan
tity of either and the laudnum contained in the 
draughts. Watch the pulse—it always is feeble, 
but at first has a wiry feeling. So soon as the 
character of the pulse changes, or the wiry sensa
tion departs, which generally happens when the 
nasal discharge becomes copious and the cough 
appears, one pot of stout may be allowed and some 
nourishing food, as bread, on which a very little | tends to divert the circulation, and is unaceom-
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Spavin.1

An English Veterinarian writes, in concluding
a long article on spavin, as follows :

Gases of lameness of recent occurrence, where 
acute inflammation of the joint prevails, are best 
treated at first by rest and fomentation. The 
horse should be allowed a loose box, so that he 
may enjoy the advantage of voluntary movement, 
and be able to assume such a favorable position as 
natural instinct will counsel. The emollient 
treatment may, at the end of a week, be succeeded 
by a cold lotion ; and after a few days, when the 
inflammation and soreness have subsided, active 
treatment may be suspended, the horse being 
merely kept quiet for a fortnight, so as to afford 
time for restoration of the injured tissues. At 
this stage the lameness will have diminished, if 
not completely passed off. When the cause is of 
a more formidable nature, more rest must be 
given, and either a cantharides blister rubbed over 
the affected part, or, what 1 believe to be prefer
able, and have for years past adopted, a gentle 
stimulant embrocation to be applied to the skin, 
and its application repeated at intervals of a few 
days, by which a local action is kept up, which
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succeed with them. As to feeding, of course corn dogs with all the pertinacity f 
and ratal must serve as staple food. If buckwheat, afford buf; little BPor thus allowed unre-

___________ __________  barley and oats can be purchased at average reason- added, the flavor of the birds thus flowed vinre
----------------------------—--------------^ able nrices these should be fed, in lieu of too strained liberty is certainly improved, and more

As a general 11 many

young chicks hatched until after the first of April. food. Wholew - A jn m;nd no birds are better house-guards, if al-
From the middle April to the last of May is usually for chickens ™yomiger per od- - r ^ constantly to roost in high trees (which
the most favorable season of the year for rearing * J d 1 h band they wiu always do if they can) near the residence
TCwiRohave extra fine birds for exhibition Ey trouble, s VSi
in the fall, it is well to have a few hatched ear her, is an admirable at least a,nl night without their becoming aware of it; and
yet it is not always the earliest chicks which show J»d of this * feed Î ,owi8 corn meal and they invariably give notice of it by their restless
to the best advantage. Subsequent care and feed- hnd H excellent, i y in the cries, so that “ to be forewarned of danger is half
ing will produce greater results than difference in fine feed, scaldc , q I P fi ’salt and the battle.” ’ Such were the remarks written to
time of hatching.6 Pullets hatched in Feb., will mornmg. In^their mash I sprinkle hue^saUaml the bau fncnd long since deai1i and who added
often begin to lay in Agust, and by the time they red pepper, occasion y. g at a„ 8ure Mr Hewitt, in all these years I have

exhibited in September, and October, theySwill gram Tw meal*» da^smuch asMcanejrtup ^am ^ ^ ^bery, though our
have lost that lively, handsome appearance so com- l ), ;a mv mstom and fresh nure water is place is desolate enough to invite pilfering, well 
mon to them about the time they begin laying. every day, is my cu to , _ . domestic birds knowing my Spanish geese and the Guinea fowls

But whether we rear chickens for exhibition or kept always before them, of which^domestm birds knowing y V f ^ nei hborhood. in
for market, it is generally best to have breeding drink freely, when they can have ready access «en in almoat variably give us only the
hensof a year or more old in preference to pullets it. flned auartera should be supplied second notice of coming danger-mdeed, my im-
of only six or nine months of age. A matured f i i-iv Without this nrcssion certainly is, the dogs themselves as con fi-cook is also to be desired, though age in him is not w.tl pt i„'hi,h he.ll !f their hotly rely on the geo.e end Come. hwl. « »e

». -a * c
3sfssssi = ES'refer. In order to obtain them with certainty, pounded oyster shells,, &p., are also a necessity 
some of the finest hens should be separated from where they are kept in limitée rim . .
the others and provided with plenty of the best rule to clean the floor of my house daily, in spring, 
egg producing food available. The scraps from the summer and fall, and once aweekA 8P"»Me “■

StSÏ!5S;ffA‘ti5,S5
{>C WfJteTom"hLte^CalTodthTsdm?ghnt be floor witïïwo mcheTof freshen, or fine gravel-

^d,Uia,«,flt.iitti,Œ,.=d.ldt.nl== *™luTh«E4;”s4SthT2,"«,;™^'Zëî £>tZ :zl:z;zrzz “1 Ji» .t ™..h«i o,t. ,.a f„.h...» .,1.™ ,P~d

“bMLt“ «ÏÏt “tint "Si. . year, .t least, > ,hit..,„],«l the in.ide 
usual Oats and corn at night and mixed feed of my house thoroughly, and m summer- I close 
and scraps in the morning, with good water to them all tight, once or twice, and smoked them 
drinkamlplenty of sand to scratch at and pick, with burned sulphur. 1 also applykerosene , 
and ashes to willow in, will be almost certain to or twice a month to the roosts. lhls,lat*fr fla"
SF» *•» ««■ - -* aiTK:tiaS5,£,$te“,“u“1"‘

hatching. pust baths are highly essential, where fowls
restricted to limited space, at any season, 
laying hens’ nests should be very thoroughly 
cleaned out, three or four times during the sea
son.

poultry lari 4

are

Cost of Potato Raising.
You have already published in the Tribune my 

mode of culture of the potato crop, for which pre
mium was awarded. I am induced by Conrad 
Wilson’s recent remarks to give the cost per bushel 
of two kinds, Brownell’s Beauty and the Early 
Rose. They were raised aide by aide, both treated 
alike; the soil is the same, and the land cost $200 
per acre. First I will take one acre of the Rose, 
planted May 12, 1874 :—
Interest on cost of land..
Plowing and harrowing.
Seed, 8 bushels. .............
Marking out, cutting seed, and planting (2

days)............................................
Two days’ cultivating (twice).......
Four days’ hoeing (twice).............
Five days’ digging ..................
Two days’ drawing in and storing 
Compost of three bushels slaked lime (slaked 

with water), 1 bushel fine salt, 3 bushels 
wood ashes, mixed, and one handful put 
into each hill at planting—cost.................

$14 00
4 00
8 00

3 00
6 00
6 00

. 7 60once
6 00

are
4 50The

The Best Poultry for General Use.
In answer to this question, a correspondent of 

the “The Poultry World” says he has arrived at
the conclusion that the Brahmas, all things con- The Glllnca Fowl,
sidered, are the best for general purposes, for the are (<mnd in the gtraying proclivities
following reasons: la ,f q{ thia fowl; jts disp0sition to lay away, by which

I have found them the Y • ’ manv eyes are lost- and ita pugnacious habit ofstarted early in the season; this is the time of the Plt®y. But for this
year when eggsi are in a great demand 1 iatter trick it would long since have been natural-

not enjoy good range “JETEE Ltroyed on that account, the pheasants being
3 These Eargë S^SSSl

«£3*5^43 aand they average much larger chickens, for market | Viably never rcturn. But by setting
uses, at a time ^en ^ brmg» the u^rpr”n hens, and rearing them at

shell ; and. when in good condition, m the early fall poultry . W hen1 reared tn y, tbe

!£ts!-s EE im à été. «s
far more than compensate for the extra cost a goo their tiesh alone which is most delicious, re
care and keeping; and the Brahmas may be limited { tbe’pbeagant. The hen lays from
to narrow confinement by enclosure with a four- to 100 eggs per annum, the eggs being rather
post high fence, which is a consideration of couse- Ü0 to 100=^. P" th’ end, 6agnd offea dark
quence in many localities. cream cplor These eggs arc of a beautiful flavor,

I find it necessary, in order to raise good average ^ jg eon8idcrable demand for them in
birds and fit them for the spit at the most profitably where we have often seen them exposed
time of the year, that my personal attentio to Tn lfftle baskets lined with green
their needs, and constant care of their health, is Hew;tt kindly adds a few remarks, which
requested. No live stock is worth the trouble and . . their utility Ed what we must confess is to
cost of its keeping that is not attended to regularly, ^ nfEi light,End which it may be well to
systematically, and faithfully-whether for market- ., make a noteV ” He writes As to Guinea 
mg or for competition. Domestic fowls mUnt allowed to breed wild and Income numer-
“take careof themselves to advantage. Tlielack mw invariably displace all the pheasants
of this kind of treatment is the'lcading cause of fail- ouh ^ may tak!; to, if not interfered
ure with many who do not understand how to raise Y wheI thus wild they will run betore
fowls, which must be attended to, at all seasons, to with, ana as j

$67 00Total
I harvested from this one acre 162 bushels by 

measure; cost "of raising per bushel, 35 cents. No 
other fertilizer was used but the one named. The 
Brownell Beauty I planted about the 15th of May, 
on a little less than one-quarter of an acre by 
measure, and treated the same as the Rose no 
difference except in the cost of the seed, but I 
will here call the cost the same. The Early Rose 
per acre cost $40, aside from the seed, so one- 
quarter of this is $12.25. Planted 88 pounds of 
the Beauty (say 1^ bushels), $1.50, making an 
aggregate of $13.75. Harvested Irom this quarter 
of an acre of Beauty 140 bushels of potatoes, at a 
cost of only !)} cents per bushel, and with me it is 
a tine table potato. I also raised from one pound 
of the Beauty, planted separately, 621 pounds, 
and was beat by other competitors out of eight 
and hearing.

P. S.—I planted one pound of Peerless by the 
side of Beauty, cut the same, treated the same, 
and I only had from it a yield of 215 f pounds. 
Some difference.—Alfred Rose, Yates Co., N.Y.

The expenses in the above account are put at 
the highest figure--more, indeed, than we Cana
dians would think right. This applies to almost 
every item in the account, as, for instance, in the 
interest on cost of land. We must, of course, 
make some allowance for differences lie tween the 
value of our own “ hard cash ” and the depreciated 
notes of the States, and some for the difference in 
other expenses. But we would put the whole 
cost down at a figure under forty dollars. The 
yield of potatoes we consider very light. There 
must he something at fault when an acre of pota
toes, cultivated ami manured as Mr. R. s has been, 
gives a yield of only 162 bushels. Wo would ex
pect from it from 200 to 300 bushels—not less than 
200.

moss.

This account, high as the expenses charged are, 
and light as has bi en the yield, prove that there 
is a good profit in potato culture. Mr. Rose must, 
from the price of potatoes throughout the year, 
have netted, at the very lowest calculation, one 
hundred per cent, on his potato farming.
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amall quill. This is tied securely to one of the 
feathers of the tail of the carrier pigeon, and the 
bird is let loose to find its way to its home in Pans 
There the messages upon the culhodion him are 
read under a microscope, and then enclosed by letter 
to the addresses within the city which they respect
ively hear. The pigeons leave the city again along 
with aeronauts in the car of a balloon. But with- 
out photography how could this ingenious system be 
earned out?

jRosebud, white—Girlhood.
Rose, Dog or wild,—Simplicity Let not this false 

world deceive you.
Rose, red—Love.
Rose, tea—Always lovely.
Rose, white—My heart is free.
Rose white, withered—Transient impressions.
Rose, yellow—Jealousy.
Rose, Bay—Danger. Beware.
Rose Bridal,—Happy love.
Rush,—Docility.
Sage,—Domestic virtues. .
Salpiglossis,—Political distinction.
Scabiosa, Mourning Bride—Unfortunate attach

ment.
Scarlet Runner,—Winsome ways.
Sensitive Plant,—Sensitiveness. Timidity.
Snowball,—Age. Thoughts of heaven.
Snowdrop,—Faithfulness. I am no summer friend.
Sorrel, wild—Wit, ill tempered. He makes a foe 

who makes a jest.
Stock, ten-weeks,—Promptness.
Stock, Common—Lasting beauty.
Straw, broken— Rupture of a contract.
Straw, whole—Union.
Sumach,—Splendid misery.
Sunflower, —Adoration.
Sweet Alyssum,—Worth beyond beauty.
Sweet Basil,—Good wishes.
Sweet Briar,—I wound to heal.
Sweet Pea,—Departure. Must you go.
Sweet William,—Gallantry.
Tare,—Vice.
Thistle, common—Austerity.
Thistle, Scotch,—Retaliation.
Thyme,—Activity, courage.
Triptilion spinosum,—Be prudent.
Tritoma, Bed Hot Poker —Forewarned is fore

armed.
Trumpet flower,—Separation.
Tuberose,—Personal charms.
Tulip, red—Declaration of love.
Tulip, variegated—Beautiful eyes.

Locust leaves (green,)—Affection beyond the grave. Tulip, yellow—Hopeless Love.
Magnolia,—Nobility of character. Tulip Tree,—Rural happiness.
Mafiow,—Mildness. Turnip,—Charity.
Malope,—Good nature. Venus’Fly Trap,—Have I caught you at last?
Mandrake. Horror. Rarity. Venus’Looking Glass,—Flattery.
Marigold, African—Cruelty. Verbena—Sensibility.
Marigold, French—Jealousy. Vernal Grass,—Poor but happy.
Mangold, garden Grief. Chagrin. Vine Grape,—-Intoxication.
Marjoram,—Blushes. ,. Violet, blue—Faithfulness.
Meadow Saffron,—My last days are past. Violet, white—Retirement. I must be sought to
Marvel of Peru,—Timidity. I be fonnd
Mignonette,- Moral and intellectual worth. > ouy yiolet llow_Rural happiness.

qualities surpass your Charms. Violet, sweet-Modesty.
Mimulua, run. Jollity. I yirrnnia Creeper,—I cling to you both in sunshine
Mint,-Virtue. and shade.
Moss,-Eternal love.”' Wall Flower -Fidelity in adversity.
Motherwort,-Secret love. Walnut -Stratagem.
Mullein-Good nature. Water Lily,-Purity of heart.
Mushroom,-Suspicion. Wax Plant-Susceptibility.
Musk plant, Weakness. I ^al<iexi beauty.
Mustard Seed,—Indifference. I Wheat stalk, Riches.
Myrtle,-Love. Whitlavia,-Constancy.
Myrtle, withered—Love betrayed. I Whortleberry, Tieachery.
Nettle,-Cruelty. Slander. WiUow. Weeping-Mournmg.
Oak-Hospitality. Winter Cherry,-Deception.
Oak Leaves,—Bravery. I ILizel, A spell.
Oak, live-Liberty. Wolfspane.—Misanthropy.
Oats,-Music. Woodbine -Fraternal love.
Pansy,—Thoughts. Remembrance. I Wormwood,—Absence.
Parsley,—Festivity. F,ntertainment. I Xeranthemum,—, Chamomile—Cheerfulness in ad-
Pea, garden—An appointed meeting. I versity.
Pea, sweet—Departure. I Yarrow,—To heal a wounded heart.
Peach blossom,—Preference. I am your captive. | -----

Letters via Pigeon Post. trust «.«erfhmg «*.«*-«*
Peppermint_Warmth of feeling. I Photagrapliy has a use, and a mos t’important one Lord Broughman, to habit, upon, y men, n
Perrwinkle,—Remembrance of early friendship. litis: I allude to the pigeon post.* During the all ages, the lawgiver as well as the schoolmaster,.
Petunia,—Your presence soothes me. I late Franco-Prussian War, if a person desired to has mamly placed his reliance; habit, which makes
Phlox,—Unanimity. Our souls are one. I send a message to a friend in beleaguered Paris, everything easy, and casts all difficulties upon tne
pjne __Hope in adversity. Time will cure. Time I [rum any place outside that city, he had only to deviation from a wonted course. Make sobriety a

and philosophy. I take his message to the post, pay half a franc a habit, and intemperance will be hateful; make
Plum tree,_Keep your promises. I word for it, and it goes in this wise tied to the tail prudence a habit, and reckless profligacy Will be
Poplar, white—Time. I of a pigeon. The message is first telegraphed to as contrary to the nature of a child as to any or
Poppy red_Evanescent pleasure. I M. Steemackcrs at tours, then along with a great your lordships, (five a child the habit of sacredly
Poppy’, variegated—Beauty without loveliness. I number of similar messages, it is set up in type, regarding the truth, of carefully respecting the

Thine arts are powerless. I until a sheet as large as a newspaper is covered property of others,of scrupulously abstaining trom
Poppy scarlet_Fantastic extravagance. with them. This is then printed, and the page is all acts of improvidence which can involve him in
Poppy’, white—Consolation. Forget the past and placed before a camera. A copy of it about two distress, and he will just as likely think of rushing

hope for the future. inches square, or rather less is then taken upon a linto an element in which he cannot breathe, as ot
Portulaca,—Love in a cottage. culliodion film. This, of course, is a negative, lying, cheating, or of stealing.’’
Privet Prohibition. with the letters transparent upon a black ground. —;—
Raspberry,_Remorse. When reversed, with the back of the plate to the Some one has beautifully said:—“The water
Rosebud, red—Confession. Thou hast stolen my eyi, it can be read perfectly under a powerful that flows from a spring does not congeal mwinter,

affection. magnifier. The film is then transferred from the and those sentiments which flow from the heart
Rosebud, moss_Confession of love. glass, coiled _up neatly, and enclosed in a very cannot be frozen by adversity.”

pttisifo £$Ierti<mss.

The Price of Truth.
The commonest truth,Great truths are dearly bought.

Such as men give and take from day to day, 
Comes in the common walks of daily life, 

Blown by the careless wind across our way.

Bought in market at the current price,
Bred of the jest, the smiles, perchance the bowl;

It tells no tales of daring or of worth,
Nor pierces e’en the surface of the soul.

Great truths are greatly won—not formed by chance, 
Nor wafted on the breath of a summer dream;

But grasped in the great.struggle of the soul,
Hard buffeting with adverse wind and stream.

Not in the general mart, 'mid com and wine;
Not in the merchandise of gold and gems;

Not in the world’s gay hall of midnight mirth;
Nor ’mid the blaze of regal diadems.

But in the day of conflict, fear and grief,
When the strong hand of God,- put forth in might, 

Plows up the subsoil of the stagnant heart,
And brings the imprisoned truth-seeds to the light.

Wrong from the troubled spirit in hard hours 
Ot weakness, solitude, perchance of pain;

Truth springs like harvest from the well-plewed fold, 
And the soul feels it has not wept in vain.

Genius and Labor.
Alex. Hamilton once said to an intimate friend:— 

Men give me some credit for genius. All the 
genius I have lies just in this, when I have a sub
ject in hand, I study it profoundly. Day and 
night it is before me; I explore it in all its beanngs, 
Mv mind becomes pervaded with it. Then the ef
fort which I make the people are pleased to call 
the fruit of genius. It is the fruit of labor and

Mr Webster once replied to a gentleman who 
pressed him to speak on a subject of great impor
tance:—“The subject interests me deeply, but 1 
have no time to master the subject so as to do it
''““But, Mr. Webster, a few words from.you would 
do much to awaken public attention to it.

“If there be as much weight in my words as you 
represent it is because I do not allow myself to 
speak ou any subject until my mind is imbued

Demosthenes was once urged to speak on a ^reat 
and sudden emergency “I am not prepared, said 
he and absolutely refused. .

The law of labor is equally binding on genius and 
mediocrity.

Language of Flowers.
(Concluded.)

Protect Your Eyesight.
Milton’s blindness was the result of overwork 

and dyspepsia. One of the most eminent divines, 
having for some time been compelled to forego the 
pleasure of reading, spent thousands of dollars 
in value, and lost years of time in consequence of 
getting up several hours before sunrise and study
ing by an artificial light. His eyes never got

Multitudes of men and women have made their 
eyes weak for life by the too free use of the eye 
sight, reading small print and doing fine sowing. 
In view of these things, it is well to observe the 
following rules in the use of the eyes:

Avoid all sudden changes between light and

Lily, of the valley,—Delicacy. Unconscious sweet 
ness.

Linden or Lime,—Conjugal love.
Live Oak,—Liberty.
Locust blossoms,—Elegance.

idarkness.
Never read by twilight on a cloudy day.
Never sleep so that, on waking, the eyes shall 

open on the light of the window.
Do not use the eyesight by light so to scant that it 

requires an effort to discriminate.
Never read or sew directly in front of the light 

of the window or door.
It is best to have light fall from above, obliquely 

over the left shoulder.
Too much light creates a glare, and pains and 

confuses the sight. The moment you are sensible 
of an effort to distinguish, that moment stop and 
talk, walk or ride.

As the sky is blue and earth green it would 
that the ceiling should be a bluish tinge, the carpet 
green and the walls of some mellow tint.

The moment you are instinctively prompted to 
rub the eyes, that moment cease using them.

If the eyelids are glued together on waking up, 
do not forcibly open them, but apply the saliva 
with the finger, and then wash your eyes and face 
with warm water.
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4*yTECE FARMER’S ADVOCATE.March, 1875. <44-.

No. 19—HIDDEN CITIES.Bttde font’s Btpartmmt.■—
1. He will go away to-morrow.
2. At the sale my oxen went for fifty cents.
3. We will tar Susan’s face and hands.
4. I saw Bob resting on a maple log.

he A Toast.—Woman—the last and best of the 
series; if we may have her for a toast, we won’t 
ask for any but-her.

There is a good reason why a little man should 
never marry a bouncing widow. He might be 
called the widow’s mite.

Poetry FoRsyER.—In France they call the 
baby farmers “ angel makers,” because the babies 
pass through their hands to heaven.

great similarity between a 
vain young lady and a confirmed drunkard, in that 
neither of them can never get enough of the 
glass.

“ I hate anything that occupies more space than 
it is worth,” says William Hazlitt; “ I hate to see 
a load of bandboxes go along the street, and I hate 

parcel of big words without anything in

he
Bellevue Farm, Feb., 1875.is.

Dear Uncle T@m :—
I wish you a Happy New Year, and would like ____

irlgfv?*» ikÉ I
sirJ pi. K xss'fii”" susit. I was sorry to hear you had a hole in your ementJ to nephews and nieces,
pocket, but hope it is mended ; if not, I could r 1
send you a needle and some thread; also a patch, |
if you would let me know the color. Answers to February Number.
I UkeyTJ/ou aTeTiw^rde^tandÇ: No 8-Ebro Rhine

and willing to supply all your readers with what Bolton Bolt Blot, Lot, L. No. 11-Peru, lums, 
information you can. Now, I suppose you are Alaska cpam
aware our winters are very long and severe, and No. 12—L AMP S I N b NLbl 
oür summers consequently very short, in Quebec, or.u
so that we have not much time to till our land. MILL NEAR SL A M
We sow a few oats and buckwheat, and also plant 1 PALL SARK 1 AML
a small patch of potatoes and beans; still we live i No i3_page.
very easy and comfortable, not having to work I ------
very hard. Now, I am told that you have to work Answers received from ATch. J. Taylor, Glencoe; nP-
very hard in Ontario to supply us with all the car- j Swartz, Ottawa; Emma Smith, McGillivray; c
loads of flour I see coming from time to time; also I q Raws, Warwick, 
oats, com, cheese, pork—in fact, everything we ------
want. I think you must have a fine country in I Correspondents sending us puzzles, &c., for in- 
Ontarie, as I am told your turnips grow so large aertionj wlp piea9e give the .answers with them,

. .‘h-rwi.- «h., c.nn.t b. inserted. Tin. jcee.nt. 
very fine berry—those called the pumpkin, which for some of those sent us not being printed, 
is preferred to the gooseberry for making fruit
cake; likewise preferable over the raspberry for WnnltniVs Washing,
feeding cows, as being more filling and fully as Wackup S W asking
satisfying. I am told it resembles the orange I Mr. Wackup, a married man of Bridgeport, 
family, and thrives well in the west, and that it is I qU[t work early the other afternoon, and went 
generally planted in the front yard, as a shade 1 home to fix up for the purpose of spending the 
tree. I evening—or rather half the night—with a number

Now I must tell you about Mrs.----- :—’s loss. 1 0{ his friends. He found his wife lying upon the
She had a very fine cat, that died. Being a tor- I foUnge enjoying a sick-headache, but he couldn’t 
toise-shell and a great favorite, she had him buned (in,i a ciean shirt. Mrs. Wackup said his shirts 
in the garden, for the sake of enriching the soil, were washed, but not ironed, and she was too ill 
The carcase was laid right under the roots of a to ,;0 it, and it was the girl’s afternoon out. A 
gooseberry bush, the fruit being, up till then, of I ghade of disappointment clouded his brow, and 
the smooth kind. But the next season’s fruit mshing into the kitchen, he slammed the door 
after the cat was buried, the gooseberries were all with much earnestness, and fortunately found an 
hairy, and more remarkable, the caterpillars on the iron on the range nice and hot. Then he dived 
same bush were all of the same hairy description. | into the basket of dampened clothes, and found

of his shirts at the bottom, just as he ex-

re Wm. McDonald.ier
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ef-
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ind A new method of saving paper has been in

vented out West by editors. They write their 
articles with stolen chalk on the soles of their 
boots, and go barefooted while the copy is setting

rho
wr
it I
a it 1 Seasonable.—“ When the cold wind blows, 

take care of your nose that it doesn’t get froze, and 
wrap up your toes in warm woollen nose.” The 
above, we suppose, was written in prose, by some 
one who knows the effect of cold snows.

“Now, then,” said a physician, cheerily, to_ a 
patient, “you have got along far enough to in
dulge in a little animal food, and—” ‘No yon 
don’t, doctor,” interrupted the patient; “ I’ve suf
fered enough on your gruel and slops, and I’d 
starve sooner than begin on hay and oats.”

A Kansas lawyer used the word “disparage
ment ” in his plea, and the judge told him that if 
he couldn’t quit using Latin words he could sit 
down. The lawyer undertook to define his posi
tion, and was fined twenty dollars for contempt of 
court.'
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got

about
the track with more liquor than he could carry. 
“Hallo, what’s the matter bow ?” said a friend 
whom the inebriated man had run against. 
“ Why—hie—why, the fact is, a lot of my mends 

been betting liquor on the race to-day, and 
they have got ra,e to hold the stakes.”

A gentleman, while walking in his garden, 
caught his gardener asleep under a tree. He 
scolded him soundly for his laziness, and ended by 
telling him such a sluggard was not worthy to

“ It was that reason

An individual at the races was
|

i

have
their 
; eye 
wing, 
e the

John Fowler.Melbourne, P. Q. one
pected.

d*“ T“n„.te,0l m5toyou hop
• 1 n/>W,Trv. %my fiMv rpî.Jve,l How verv nice consulted hiswatch. Thefi he couldn’t find the 
ing it wül be favorably received perhaps iron-holder, and substituted his pocket-handker-
the paper is this year. I think you will perhaps d after fuming four of his fingers and
like this new kind of puzzle, as it is quite new to Qne o£ the commandments, he landed the
any in your paper. I hot iron on his shirt bosom. He thought the gar-

Puzzles. ment had a strange look, but «supposed it would
No 14—vegetable seeds. I assume its proper shape when irotiéd—and ho

(■I 1». iwtîirs rnh.?h.hL‘,sk.st,

lic m ’ , , , cause it adhered to the glazed table-cover he gave
(2) Then he covers them over warm and close, -t a v;0ient jerk, adding at least six inches more to

so as to escape any frost that may be ; the split in the back.
(3) And now, haying planted two kinds, he pro- I rpj^n noticed for the first time that he hail set

ceeds with the third in its turn. 1 paid very I ^ hot iron on the tail of the garment, and
little for this kind. . , scorched a hole in it as large as his hand ; and in

(4) 1 hope to be able to offer a dish of this kind I yg £iaste to remove the smoothing-machine he
soon. . ... , . neglected to use the holder, and dropped the hot

(5) The gardener is planting some of this, but {r&ud Qn hia choice toe ; and when Mrs. Wackup,
he gives them us tardily, as I shall plant some m who wag startled by the intensity of his language, 
the het-house ; I entered the kitchen, holding her head with both

(6) And, though you may have acres sown, handS) ahe discovered her husband hopping about
these plants will outstrip them all. 1 t£je room on one foot, and clasping the other with

Picketing, Jan. 28. Stella Renton. I hoth his hands.
The sympathy that Mrs. Wackup tendered 

No. 15.—What two numbers multiplied together not 0f a nature that her blistered husband yearned 
will produce 7? . for just at that particular moment. She placed

No. 16.—What is the difference between twice her arma akimbo and indignantly observed :—
25 and twice 5 and 20? “Ain’t you ashamed of yourself, you old fool !

No. 17.—Prove that seven is half of twelve. Dancing the can-can around here, and your poor
Arch. J. Taylor. wife nearly dead, too ! And ”—here her eyes

rested upon the wreck on the table ”—“and if the 
old idiot hasn’t gone and ruined my best chemise ! 
O the—the”—

Wackup didn’t tarry to hear his infuriated 
better-half finish the sentence, but adroitly dodged 
the broom-handle and limped out of the room and 
up-stairs to bed, without his supper. The next 
morning he told his friends that the reason he 
failed to keep his engagement was, he was sud
denly attacked with cholera-morbus at the supper- 
table, and liked to have died during the might.

enjoy the light of the sun. 
exactly,” said the gardener, ” that I crept up 
into the shade.”

and

shall The following is one of the best English epitaphs 
3 have ever seen upon an insignificant fellow :— 

“ Poor John Gray 1 Below he lies,
Nobody laughs and nobody cries;
Where he’s gone and how he fares, 
Nobody knows and nobody cares.”
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1776-1815.
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Dr. Franklin described the fanner’s condition in 
1776 as follows :—

“ Farmer at the plow,
Wife milking cow;
Daughters spinning yarn, 
Boys threshing in the bam— 
All happy to a charm.” 

Another gives the account of 1875 :—
‘ * The farmer gone to see a show, 

His daughter at the piano; 
Madam gaily dressed in satin— 
All the boys are learning Latin, 
With a mortgage on the farm.”
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“ Argumkntum ad Hominbm.”—A skeptical 
young collegian confronted an old Quaker with 
the statement that he did not lielieve in the Bible. 
Said the Quaker ;—

“ Does thee believe in France ?”
“Yes, for, though I have not seen it, I have 

others that have; besides, there is plenty of 
corroborative proof that such a country does 
exist.”

“ Then thee will not believe anything thee or 
others has not seen ?”

“No, to be sure I wont.”
“ Did thee ever see thy own brains !”
“No.”
‘f Ever sec anybody that did ?”
“No.”
“ Does thee believe thee has any?”

seen
No. 18.—1 am composed of five letters :

I’m not on earth nor in the skies,
Yet by the rich I’m highly prized;
Cut off my head, and then you’ll 
Among the nobles I will be;
Cut off my tail, my head replace,
And then a garden I will grace;
If you will my head and tail displace,
You then will find me near your face.

J. H. Hcuser.
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March, 1876.FARMER’S ADVOCATE.THE4:8
Mollis in Furniture.

What’s the Use?
What’s the use of always fretting 

Over ills that can’t be cured';
What’s the use of finding fault with 

What we know must be endured?
Does it make our burdens lighter 

If we grumble ’neath their load?
Does it make life’s pathway smoother 

If we fret about the road?
Better use our time, than till it 

Full of sighs and vain regrets
Over some imagined blunder - 

As does he who always frets.

e Pkm’ss Sepdment. Last year, a writer in a technical or scientific pa- 
the following informal ion, which is sea-ptir gave 

sonable now. He says :—
There arc two species ofvmoths which infest

color;"die womiobl he tame ^shaped like a chest-

mfesTfumimre. “ TheSr ufa small fly of a dark 

drab color; the worm is about one-fourth of an inch 
long, and tapering from the head to the tail. It 

first observed by upholsterers about thirteen 
years ago. This tiy pene.rates a sofa or chair,gen- 
erallv between the back and seats of sofas,or under 
the seals, where the vacancy among the springs 

TllC Novelty Flower Stand. I affords a safe retreat. It may make a lodgment
i, U I • miP week af.er.ihe furniture is placed in theThe cut below represen's the novel y tiower m ^ suck should be the case, in two months

stand. This is the most convenient stand we have “°"s^orm will appear; and the continual process of 
yet seen. It is on castors, and can thus be easily rea:ion [n a few months increases the number 
moved in or out of a house,"or to and from the t0 thousands. This moth has no season. It de-
wm».w, „„d .i«h„ i. a. arua
ner or in the centre of a room. The stands for the ^ ^ same in t^e same piece 0f fur.
po's are made of cast iron, and nicely pain’ed. the tly, the worm and the eggs; thus sliow-
Thev can be moved, independent of each other, mj, Lh’a; they are breeding and destroying all -he 
to any position. We have one in our wareroom, 
which anyone can examine. | bemg his.urbed.

The inside of furni ure is used by it only for the 
purpose of propagation. The worm, when ready 
for food, crawls out and destroys the covering, if 
of. woollen or plush material; and falling to the 
carper, des roys it. It rarely cuts through plush 
from the inside, as it is of cottou back, but there 

instances where the worms have cut up muslin 
on the outside back of sofas. There is no protec
tion against them but continual care. New furni
ture should be removed from the walls at least 
twice a week at this season of the year, and should 
be well whisked all around, and particularly under 
ihe seats, to prevent, the fly from lodging. This is 
an effec ual preventive, and the only one known. 
Cayenne pepper, Scotch snuff, camphor, turpen
tine, and all o her remedies for pro.ee ion from the 
large moth, are of lit lc or no avail against the fur- 
ni ure moth. Satura ion with alcohol will not de- 
s roy i hem when in a piece of furniture. If the 
furniture is infested, they m- y be removed by tak
ing off the muslin from under ihe seats and off the 
outside ends and backs, where they congregate 
most, and exposing to the air as much as possible.

| Beat well wii h a whisk or the open hand, and kill 
all the files and worms which show themselves. 
This done often will dis urb them, and may make 
them leave the furniture, in their desire to be left 
in quiet.

In conclusion, tlio wri er says:—To protect fur- 
ni ure during the summer months, uso camphor 
in small bags or highly conceu rated patchouli; 
but the safest way is to whisk the furniture twice 
a week. If the moths a tack the carpet, spread a 
wet sheet over it and pass a hot fiat, iron over it 
quickly, and the steam will kill both worms and

My Dear Nephews and Nieces:
I suppose you are all glad that hoary-headed 

old Winter has at last shown some disposition to 
leave us, and give his more welcome relative 
Soring a chance to pay her devours. No doubt 
there are some among you who will now have to 
throw aside their books and go out into the fields 
to assist in sowing ihe seed, and to such I would 
sav Perform the various tasks allotted to you 
cheerfully. Young folks should always cul iva'e 
habi's of indus ry, and in af er years, when they 
have grown up to be men and women, -hey will 
not be sorry that they learned to work while they

was

were young.
As this is the Len’en season I will give you, 

along with a number of o hers, a recipe for
baked fisii.

Small fish, which are usua'ly fried, because of 
the difficulty of cooking them in any other way, 
mav be baked as follows :—Stew and strain canned 
tomatoes, and add an equal measure of fine wheat 
meal, bread crumbs, or enough to make it keep l s 
shape when placed on a dish. They may be salted 
and seasoned with minced onion and thyme, or not, 
according to taste. Then lay it halt an inch deep 
on pie plates, and in shapes to correspond wi th the 
size of the fish, and lay a fish well washed and 
cleaned on each, and bake in a moderate oven until 
tender. Serve with tomato sauce. llus mixture 
of potatoes and bread crumbs can be used as stuf
fing for larger baked fish. areLIGHT TEA CAKE. •'A ..

Beat the whites and yolks of two eggs separate
ly take two thirds of a cup of thick, sweet cream, 
a cup of sugar, half a teaspoon of salt; put in the 
yolks and whip these ingredients briskly; then sift 
in a rounded-up cup of flour in which has been 
stirred a teaspoonful of baking powder; 
whites of the eggs, and flavor to suit the taste.

CRANBERRY MARMALADE.
Sweet and insipid apples, and those which 

nast their prime and need to bo cut up on account 
of decay, may be made very acceptable by stewing 
and mixing with stewed cranberries in the propor
tions, say, of one part cranberries and two parts 
apple. Not quite so much sugar will be required 

for the cranberries alone, unless the apples arc 
Strain through a colander, mix evenly and 

at any meal.
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BRINK FOR THE PRESERVATION OF BUTTER.
To three gallons of brine, s'rong enough 

an egg, add a quarter of a pound of nice win e 
sugar and one teaspoonful of sal petre. Lull the 
brine and when it is cold strain carefully. Make 
vour butter into rolls, and wrap each roll sépara e- 
ly in a clean white muslin cloth, lying up with a 
string. Pack a large jar full, weight the butter 
down and pour over the brine,mV il it is submerged. 
This will keep really good butter perfectly sweet 
and fresh for a whole year. Be careful not to put 
ico upon butter that you wish to keep any length 

f „f time. In summer, when the heat wdl not admit 
of butter being made into rolls, pack closely m 
small jars, and, using the same brine, allow it to 
cover the butter to ihe depth of at least four inches. 
This excludes the air, and answers very nearly as 
well as the first method suggested.

to bear
;m

9»tv4' t
As soon as you have seen it, you will order one

_if you want a tiower stand—as it is the most
convenient, the neatest and most durable stand 
made. It takes up less space for the number of 
pots it will hold than any other. Mr. W. Rennie, 
of Toronto, is^the manufacturer, who can supply 
wholesale dealers that wish for them.

eggs.

The Care of Oil Cloths.
An oil-cloth requires careful treatment, and 

should never be scrubbed with a brush, but after 
first being swept with the long-handled hair brushes 
that, arc made fur the purpose, it should be care
fully washed with a large, soft cloth dipped in^o 
milk and water—half-and-half; or, if the milk is 
not obtainable, tepid water without soap. The 
later ruins oil-do h by taking off the brightness 
of the paint, and it never should be applied to it. 
Hot water is also very injurious to it; either of 
them—soap or hot water—being sure to injure the 
oil cloth more than the wear of it. When washed 
over, wipe it off with a soft, dry cloth, and it will 
always retain a bright look. In purchasing an 
oil-cloth, it is very desirable to obtain one that 
has been made for several years, as the longer it 
has lain unwashed the better it will wear the 
paint becoming harder and more durable. All oil- 
elo h made within the year is hardly wor h buying, 
as the paint will be defaced in a short time.

Whitening Linen.
According to a French writer, crystallized car

bonate of soda, although so great a favorite with 
the washer-woman, is a declared foe to linen, since, 
notwithstanding its cleaning power, it attacks the 
fibre, and after a time makes it so rotten as to 
tear almost at the touch. An improvement’on this 
substance, it is said, consist in the employment of 
a solution' in the proportion of '2 lbs. of soap to 25 
quarts of warn water, to which are to be added 
one tablesp i.i.ita! of essence of turpentine, and 
three spoonfuls of ammonia. The mixture is to be 
stirred by the help of a little broom, and the linen 
immersed in it for several hours, the tub being 
completely covered.
washed in the ordinary way, rinsed in tepid water, 
and then blued, if this is necessary. The same 
solution can [be' used twice over by heating again 
and adding half the amount given of essence of
turpentine and ammonia. It is claimed that this .... . . ,
process is accompanied by a great economy of time, A sheet of ordinary white blotting-paper, which 
labor and fuel, and that the linen experiences little will tear by its own weight when wetted, is Con
or no injury, appearing finally in a condition of ver cd into a n a'criai having all the properties ot 
irreproachable whiteness. The ammonia, it is a tough parchment, by merely dipping it for a few 
said, does not exert any corrosive effect upon the seconds into sulphuric acid. It is said that in 
fibre, since it evaporates immediately; and the Germany this artificial parchment is being exten- 
odor of the turpentine entirely disappears in drying, sively used for sausage-skins.

CLOSING CRACKS IN STOVES.
It may be convenient to know a ready method 

of closing up ctacks, which arc not uncommon in 
cast iron stoves, and we arc assured the following 
recipe is a valuable one: Good wood ashes arc to 
be sifted through a fine sieve, to which is added 
the same quantity of clay, finely pulverized, to
gether with a little salt. The mixture should bo 
moistened with water enough to make a paste, 
and the crack of the stove filled with it. 1 Ins 
cement does not peel off or break awiy, and as
sumes an extreme degree of hardness after being 
heated. The stove must bo cool when the appli
cation is made. The same substance may be used 
in setting in the plates of a stoves or in fitting 
stove pipes, serving to render all the joints per
fectly tight.

The articles arc then to be

TO CLEAN PAINT.
To clean paint, smear it over with whiting,mixed 

to the consis ericy of common paste in warm wa’cr. 
Rub the surface to bo cleaned briskly, and wasli 
off with pure cold wa er. Grease spo s will thus 
be instantly removed, as well as other dirt, and 
the paint will remain brilliant and uuinjurod.
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March, 1873.SUPPLEMENT TO TUK'FARMER'S ADVOCATE.49
1

Prunl», Fruit Tree,
Pruning fruit trees, but principally apples, is „ the atmosphere to supply the tree with muck and stable manure lightly “ ^

generally done towards the end of this month, or ^ Hence carbonaceous manures are S Jo g^ÇS
in April, and in no other horticultural operation is needed. Salt “ “f c^*n^cgf ff an orchards ! wood or pear wood, even at flOO a cord, lie is 

there so much ignorance generally shown as in without cropping he believes its for- content if begets three inches growth ot wood a year,
this. Before he begins, the operator ought to ask fcs^rlsed That gives enough fruit, and the trees runam
himself what he wants to prune for? If to check Mr. Hooper stated that isolated apple trees healthy.1 *^e*t ig1 gjx^M-t^muck8to one stable 
the growth, put it off until midsummer; if merely standing near the barn where t icn roo^s ge, PJ^y Has 50 acres of muck on his farm- an in
to thin out the top, prune either m the end of °f.^a^ manure a \,[(XH}y Mentioned that one exhauatable store of fertility. W. li. binith niam- 
February or very early in March, or, perhaps bet- f(^ in growing apples is not lack of fertility, tained that orchards onnaturahy 
ter still, do it about the end of October or begin- but the frubit doesrot grow fair. It is attacked by need much manure w. Cy
ning of November, when the leaves commence to insects APbion!^alwwjThas made^ hog yard in his orchard,Ld it mcnased in

fall. On no account cut out a branch unless it is an mom ^ plowing under green productiveness. Major H. T. V
actually in the way, or unless the top is too g™1 * do” un”r Bio kwheat. This fre planted an orchard on new land. J<•18 Bt*U be«*»g
crowded. Often we have seen orchards of large quent cultivation destroys insects. Uses barn-yard finely. J en years since e tute o fcU
trees with tlieirbranches SSÆ V ,. 1ML

smaller or intervening ^ p Avery of Grand Traverse, Mich., reported ------
methods, in vogue their. The land is plowed Culture Of (Hatlioli
without cropping, ex3opt Imckwh^t, ^hioh is and liberal manuring, are the chief
turned under twice a yea,, the U-t tim bung P <){ „ tl e giad:oli ue

ployed to succeed liliums, ss they 
sometimes are, and the proper prépara 
tien of the ground cannot ue made for 
fear of disturbing the othtr bulbs, a 
vigorous growth and long spikes of bloom 
may still be obtained, hy a libual use 
of liquid manures or sewerage during 
their growth. Under any circun.stances 
a weekly application el either (>t these 
are useful in dry weather. 'lu have 
gladioli throwing hue spikes, ri is iui* 
jKirtant at planting lime to rub i ft every 
small offset at the base ot the bulb, anil 
to see that the bulbs are propeily divided 
planted singly. For eft et in lines of c lor 
they shoulet also be caiefully select cel, 
and only those of uniform sire and vigor 
employed. Uare should likewise be takin 
to insert the bulbs at the same di pth. 11 
these points are attended to. the sp ki » 
will be ranged with the rigularity of the 
rank of an army, in new and gorgeous 
uniforms, and few plants can equal them 
in effect either at a distance or close at 
hand. All inferior bulbs, and the offsets, 
ought to be grown by themselves, anil 
under high culture thiy soon become 
large enough to occupy the more im
portant position assigned to the picked 
bulbs. Many of the similar bulbs kill 
also bloom well, and will furnish flow tie 
and foliage enough for cutting for vast s, 
Ac. As to time, 1 have never tried it* 
direct application to these bulbs, and 
would not recommend the experiment 
But they glow well on the great cl alk 
formation, with only a depth of from 18 
inches to two feet of soil. The drj ir 
the bottom the more water they rcqnne 
when growing. They seem to suffer much 
from the two opi>osite extremes,an exoess

so httie can he said tills month that it will £3^5^ Bandée, M^.rZ ,1 dungS^wi^

not be out of season to say iu April, that we will ^eMso around the trunks to cate* the moth frequent w.1tenng^of liquid maimr^during d,y 
list of seeds, etc., with some description Apples grow very fair and free from worms. , ml weat 1 U(M’ 1KW ,Lrm and a special

mostly sandy and sandy loam. ' “nridhmn.t to most of m,r gardens. "Canter.
Pi-csident Berry remarked that large olehaida v,,,, ”

, must have manure just the same as small ones. ’
Malulailliug Fertility ill Orchards- (>reen crops are not sufficient. A fanner who .. .

L the vv N Y. Horti- plants 100acres in orchard without knowing where Oftl. .
/V auestiou How can the fertility to get manure is as unwise as one who should buy - T)ic above tllg,,1VM,g repretente a head of White

iSorewlbo most economically maintained, 1,000 sheep with S | Tartary Oats, raised by Mr. Thee. Mason, of Lon

was discussed at length. Oliver Chapin ® P?*s oT’geUhig^manure and he believes the best, don Township, who like already disposed of a large
each year four„Soil 2 go*l Itehad known nurserymen to buy and feed sheep ' p,nllon of his crq, to Ins neighbors, who have

11 fwmWnrirdual ^riety ; Baldwin. H. K. and cattle in Winter solely for manure They thus thtm growing. In Yorkshire they are claimed
tir^TthCTky of S orchards is easily receive pay for feed ! to 1. the best oat known. These oats were im

a^s*s*w,ibr-*sï w ^tjss aurpTJfiteblc old orchaXue those that arc in some year, and ailles ' “ ^ ZI Thos. Mason, Hyde Park, Out.
” Ton dreaeing and mulch- Winter. 1.sing the manure irean, n go s „ iiia„v Tartarv flats, raised from seed uu
'-Is'reTi.'iCfdU'SZâ'wittlihti,

** «156^5^3553 «,---------- ---*»

horticultural irpartmeut.
i:dite4 by Alex. Ponte y.

bare; stripped of every 
branch until the extremity is about reached, w here 
a branch would bo left resembling somewhat a 
mammoth broom; standing mute though eloquent 
monuments of the incapacity of the 
that committed the outrage upon them.

It has been said that thumb and finger 
pruning, is the best of all pruning; and 
truly too if it could always be done; it 
does not rudely disturb nature, it is 
generally judiciously done, it regulates 
the growth and form of the tree, a bud 

be rubbed off where a branch is not 
matured ; a branch when soft can be 
nipped off or pinched in to allow the 
rest of the tree to come forward and so 
on, but its chief recommendation lies in 
the fact, that it must be done when the 
tree is young; and if properly followed 

more than a

man em

ican

;'?v t

up from that stage nothing 
sharp knife wohld ever be required about 
a tree, and in point of fact, nothing che 
ever should be.I

Reckless pruning, which is most gener
ally done in the spring, when the buds 
are swelling and the sap in full flow, 

diseases of which perhaps 
other

§

engenders
trees die than from anymore

however, byPeach trees are
who grow them largely, generally 

left unpruned until towards spring, in 
order to cut any wood injured by the 
frost* but it also should meet with as 
little pruning as possible then as it 
tends only to a more luxuriant growth 
and the making of too much wood, is the 
principle reason peaches do not succeed

cause.
those
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f 94.—Harmony: ffm. Spence, Master, Bramp- 
fton; John Campbell, Secretary.
' -95.—Sherkstone : Fredk. Heckedox, Master, 
Sherksibne; J. M. Sherk, Secretary.

96. —Grange: Jacob Bowman, Master, Dundas; 
William D. Binkley, Secretary.

97. —Wanstead: A. G. Anderson,Master,Wyom
ing; J. E. Anderson Secretary.

98. —Lome: Arch. F. Campbell, Master, Bel 
mont; Geo. McCallum, Secretary.

99. —Sheridan: Fred, Lawrence, Sheridan; R, F, 
Potard, Secretary.

100. :- Farmer’s Wreath : J. Lawart, Master, 
Lucknow; J. J. Taylor, Secretary.

101. —Sharon: Amos J. Hughes, Master, Sharon; 
C. E. Lundy, Secretary.

102..—North Ridge: John Noble, Master, North 
Ridge; C. W. Johnston, Secretary.

standard of all food, as 
values, paysCertainly wheat, the

SSSSSSSsugt
soil after the crop is up and growing, as cornor 
beans or cabbage. 1 have harrowed five yearsout 
of seven, the other seasons being wet, and always 
with well paying results. Last year I had 21 
bushels per acre, the average hereabout being not 
over 12. This season, where I have harrowed 
twice, the wheat is more even and better balanced 
than where I harrowed but oj^ce, and all is grow- 
ing very rapidly, as fast as corn itself, or more so. 
1 perceive no such rapid growth in the vicinity, ex
cept in a single instance where the ground was 
well manured-by a Dutchman-on land I used to 
own. Yet my soil is not rich, but a warm, light 
loam. The reasons my wheat is doing so well are 
—it was put in early, uniformly distributed over 
the surface, well covered, but quite lightly, on 
fall plowed ground, that was plowed m early 
enough to admit of chemical disintegration in the 
surface mould by heat and cognate agents before 
cold weather arrested fermentation, when, Jot 

but mechanical changes ceases.
on tue

Observations oa Wintering Bees.
The Last Western Rural contained our opinions 

on trie subject of wintering bees. An Ohio cor- 
jqjs undent of the American B Journal^ gives,his 
exo^vience in that direction. He says:

uast Fall I dug a cava, or out loot colla. 19x11 
feet, and six deep. Through the centre was set a 
ro -v of posts, an t on these, a id the dirt sides, rested 
a ronf composed of poles, brush, hay and dirt. 
Tins root was about two feet thick, and two venti
lators 4x6 inches were inserted in it, one of which 
reached to the floor of the cave. The doorway 

large, with loose inner and outer door, the in
tervening space filled with hay. In this cave, 30 
stands of bees were wintered from the 224 and 24tli 
of November to the 20th and 22d of March. During 
the Winter; the temperature in the cave varied 
f cm 34 to 40 deaerees. ...

Once a week we went into one c»ve tc see than 
all was right, generall raising some or all of the 
hives to examine them. Five times, at intervals of 
about two weeks, fire was titttt ip the cave, and 
the temperature raised to fifty or sixty degrees for 
a short time. Twenty-six stocks were in the 
Quinby hive, covered with cot toil cloth, well g 
med down with propolis, and with rather tight, 
flat roots. To these stocks no ventilation upward 
was given until January 18th, whan considerable 
upward ventilation was given, as much moisture 
had collected. Plenty of ventilation was given 
the four box hives at all times. Following Burch’s 
suggestions, soma hives were raised, of boxes 
t Welve incher from the shelf, soma four inchesjand 

sat flat on the she!
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Potato Experiment.
H. L., of Grant County Indiana, writes to the 

Cincinnati Qa.ette: t
“Planted, April 16, 1874; variety Early Rose; 

dug and gathered them partly in September, and 
partly in October; planted alternately; that is, two 
rows of large potatoes takeh promiscuously, of 
what I would call merchantable potatoes; then two 
rows of small potatoes all under the merchantable 
size, down to as small as were worth picking

course, any
difference in re- 

LateI may add a word hero 
suits as between early and late fall plowing, 
plowed ground is changed or improved only me
chanically, or by division and displacement, rend
ing abrasion and like causes. Ihe change is only 
in form and size of the lumps and crumbs of 
msuld.

um-

up.
“I find the result to be in favor of the large to 

the extent of about two hills in fifty .in merchant
able potatoes; but even this quantity is made up in 
bulk of small ones. In quality there was merely a 
perceivable difference in favor of. the large seed 
planted.

“But between choice selected seed, larg 
smooth, and small seed, I find in the product a 
much greater difference in favor of the selected, 
the difference being fully one-fourth in bulk of mer
chantable potatoes, and the quality very plainly 
bettor.

“In preparing the seed all was cut, as near as 
practicable, to two eyes to the piece, and two 
jdecea dropped to the hill, the hills being about 
three feet apart. The whole patch is planted on

On the other hand, early fall plowed ground is 
raised, divided and subdivided to a depth of . 
eral inches by alternate expansion and contraction, 
comparative heat and cold of day and. night,.while 
yet there are heat and moisture sufficient to insure 
chemical action and decomposition in the surface 
mould. Hence, early fall plowing is doubly bene- 
ficial, eaually by new properties being chemically 
formed, as well as by mechanical subdivisions re
sulting from alternations of heat and cold. Har
rowing wheat promotes both classes of results.
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Now fcho résulta. No aigns of .liteasè appeared 

in any hive, but all w jrc bright when set out. 
All wintere 1 ou honéy g ithored in August and 
and September, and consumed from ten to fifteen 
pounds per hive, Out of thirty hives nearly three 
quarters of the bees died, but this loss was quite 
unevenly distributed. The box hives lost almost 
none, the strongest stocks in moveable combs 
next least, and the weak stacks most. Those hives 
raised on boxes lost more than those sitting directly 
on the shelves.

e and

Seeding Down With Turnips. ■*
m uri + s,* tirM-luv A correspondent of the New England Farmer
aiiUVowing Wheat ia Spring. writoa: 1 £ave made it a practice for some years

Haviin harrowed my wheat fully, and half of it of 80Wjng flat turnips with my grass seed when I 
and been hardly stared and wondered at for gee(^ down in the fall, and with the best of results.

JoV' during the late drought,I may offer you a j have now about two acres which were seeded in 
few of mv facts and opinions thereon. I say my August, and notwithstanding the severe dry 
facti beciuao no one else in this section seems to weather, I have a good catch of grass, aud the tur- 
have’anv of the kind, either facts or practice. I nipg are doing well. The broad leaves of the tur- 
sunnose all our maize, potatoes and most cereals nip proteet the youn grass from the scorching 
and vegetable plants are enlarged and improved by rayg 0f the sun, wit out. which protection the 
cultivation We appreciate fully the necessity as grasa would have been entirely dried up; as it was, 
well as economy of cultivating maize after it is J gaved my gra|s and raised a few hundred 
planted Not to do so would seem strange and bushels turnips, and if as fortunate next sum-
absurd In England wheat is generally hoed once, mor( i BiiaR cut about four tons of hay. On part From the Government organ wo learn that it is 
and sometimes twice, and also harrowed; and light of tho86 two acres 1 had a crop of early potatoes, d to deuver pap0rs and letters at the doors
soils are rolled in March. on the others crop ofoats hefo-I^eedcd^own. q{ ^ of extra charge; also, that packages

turnips in the same manner. The turnip has a are to be sent for one cent per It)., hut a monthly 
long root wliitih penetrates the soil to a great periodical weighing over one oz. must bo charged 
depth) and what nutriment it takes from the soil t Farmers! you have a right, and any
is obtained at a depth to which the grass roots UUL LLUV' r , , 6 . , . ...
rarely penetrate, and through its broad Laves it further attempts to rob you of your right will 
obtains a large amount of its sustenance from the not be readily submitted to by you. Your ag- 
atmosphere. lienee, like clover, its tendency is r;cultural paper has done as much good for you 
to enrich rather than impoverish the soil. as your politieai paper, aud it; should be delivered

to you as cheaply as any political journal is to 
citizens. Every paper should pay alike, if the 

We do not want direct taxa-

eldfrround.
, 1“Just for an experiment I dropped three pieces 

h in a few hills, but the result was in favor of 
two pieces.

“On a piece of new ground, all planted with 
small seed, I raised as handsome potatoes as need 
be; but they wore not all so; many of them were 
rough or knotty.”

eactwine
so

Proposed New Postal Law.

is benefitedNow, if the annual maize or 
by hoeing or working the soil, why will not the 
annual wheat also receive benefit from stirring the 
soil, even if only an inch or so of the surface 
mould ? It is as true of corn as of wheat, that if 
both receive a steady and constant supply of nu
trition, they will grow daily till ripe for 1 
iiig. If a shower of rain forms a crust on corn 
ground, and maize will not grow much if tho crust 
bo not broken, the samo is true of wheat J o
rpply of1 plantTomlfs e.iuaUy"necessary. ! And ft Gr.-mges of Patrons of Husbandry Or- 
must bo quite obvious that a full or regular supply gailized SiuCC tllC ISSUC of tllC
of gaseous or other plant food is possiblë only when , February Number of
air and licat can freely enter the soil; for the de- jRy Advocate,
composition of vegetable matter which .supplies luv
carbonic acid, is promoted by admitting heat to tli,e SI.—Kcttleby: Calvin Davis, Master, Kettlcby; 
soil. Mineral disintegrations result both from C. Lloyd, Secretary.
chemical affinity and tho expansion of water in the 85.— Forest Hill: Wm. A. Moore, Master, York-
fissuros and among tho Joinings of mineral par- ville; J. E.. Hopkins, Secretary, 
tides. Rain, in growing weathor, carries much 36.—Grange: A. A. Stewart, Master, Ailsa
lioat (ioxvn into the soil; but if tho surface bo Craig;.H.' O’Neil, Secretary, 
caked or crusted over, tho rain runs off as surface 87.—Moreourn: W. H. Haklenby, Master, Kin- TllC Cauadlan Agricultural Emporium
water, instead of soaking regularly the surface lough; A. W. Haldenby, Secretary. As innuiries are increasing in regard to the stock
mould, and carrying heat into it to fonp new coin- 88.—"Poplin: J. Goodfellow, Master, Branlcy; . Aa 1 g g .. . • not
pounds-gases and othcra-to feed the crops. D. J. Hunter, Secretary. ™ the above, wo beg leave to state that it is not

Again when a soil is loose and mellow, so the 89.—Cookstown: Thomas Duff, Master, Cooks- yet all taken up. Parties desiring stock may
air can penetrate freely, gases and various elements town; C Cooke Secretary. shares by sending us $5.00. The shares are $20.00
of plant food can bo, and are formed by the heat 90.-Enniskillen: P Dundas, Master, Petrolia; N person ig liable beyond the number of
iliurnallv entering the porous mould; and the Robert Dawson, Secretary. . ™ , ,
moulil boiu i porous, gives facilities for these ele- 91.— Plympton Union: James Vanatter, Master, shares subscribed for. .
snouts to ascend to leaves as gases, or descend to Forest; Sylv. Kensey, Secretary. sent in $5.00 not have received a private circular
root-i according to ..their character and natural —. Mount Pleasant: James Agnew, Master, regarding its progress and seed accounts, they
uses.’ . But when a crust shuts out air, tins rapid Lucknow; rhomas Murray, Secretary. should notify us at once. Bankers, Molsons Bank;
uromss of feeding plants is retarde 1 or anested, 9.1. —-------: Du/ Bell, Master, Brampton; ' , . , , „ .irt
.and the result is a light hr unprofitable crop. David Law lend, Secretary. \ It-alleys, Scatclnnl & Meredith,
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, Bramp-
PTantlng and Pruning Fruit Trees.
1 am satisfied from much observation and’ re

flection, that the system of planting and pruning 
fruit trees, vogue throughout the Northwest, and 
universally recommended by nurserymen, is alto
gether wrong. That system is substantially as 
follows: “Plant the trees a trifle lower than they 
stood in the nursery, and make the heads as low 
as possible. ”

I have examined carefully and critically the old 
orchards in Lafayette, Iowa, and Grant counties, 
orchards that have been plinted from 15 to 30 
years, and there is not a single orchard of them 
that is not now old and worn out. Every one of 
them was planted and pruned in accordance with 
the system named, and e^ery one is a decided 
failure. There is not a single exception. Some 
have been taken care of better than others, and 
consequently are in somewhat better condition; 
but in the three countries there is not an orchard 
25 years old, which pays a reasonable interest upon 
the ground it occupies.

We have learned from experience that only a 
few varieties of apples and other fruit will thrive, 
do well and bear well here. Why is it that they 
are so short lived? As the general rule, I think 
more care is taken of fruit trees here than in any 
other country I ever saw. The .fruit, therefore,* is 
nofin the want of care, nor is it in the soil dr 
climate; for we have demonstrated by patient ex- 
icrience, that some hardy varieties of fruit trees, 
or a time, will do well here; they ought to do well 

for a longer time. Why don’t they? In dur States' 
and countries upon the same latitude and upon the 
isothermal line, apple trees live and bear well 
for 75 of 100 years. Why don’t they do so herd? 
Of course there is some good reasons for this stats 
of things. What is it? d • )

Let us commence with the top of the tree. Go 
into any old orchard in Southern iWisconsin or 
Northern Illinois and examine carefully the trees. 
Injsomo varieties the tendency to make crotches is 
very strong, and all crotches are nuisances; in other 
varieties the tendency to make strong, upright 
bodies, with lateral limbs forming strong shoulders 
at the junction with the body, in some the tendency 
is to make low, and in others, high heads. Now 
in the whole section of the country there is not an 
apple tree 25 years old, with a crotch, Or a very 
low head that is good for anything but fuel. „ Not 
one! And in the old orchards crotched and low
headed trees have invariably given out "and 
died. On the contrary, trees with high, upright 
heads and free from crotches, have survived; and 
still bear tolerably well. This is the absolute rule 
pertaining to Northern Illinois and Southern Wis
consin, and there are no exceptions to it.

Experience is better than all theories,' and it has 
demonstrated to the most thoughtful horticulturists 
in this section that wo must always avoid crotohes, 
and make the tops of trees as remote from the 
ground as we possibly can. In ray judgment, that 
theory is correct. In my opinion an app" 
should never be permitted to form branch 
than seven or eight feet from the ground. Now as 
to planting the trees and the root, Judge Mc- 
Gonigal, of Lancaster, plants his grape vines at 
least 15 inches deep. I plant my fruit trees and 
grape roots just about the same depth. Bothius 
Scot| has two orchards, containing 2,000 of the 
finest treos I ever saw in any country, and every 
oge of them is planted At least 2 feet dèep, and 
sometimes-2^ feet! Scott does not fill up the holes 
the first season; ho covers the roots 7 or 8 inches 
deep. Late in the fall he fills in the holes, and 
takes out [art of the dirt next spring; the hole is 
completely and finally filled for a year or two. 
Every season lie cuts off with a sharp shovel all 
the lateral roots that have formed above those the 

planted, and p 
His main object is to get the roots deeply covered 
and entirely out of the' reach of climatic changes. 
So far as he can, he endeavors to make the ; cots 
take a downward direction. I don’t think it is 
necessary to.ijdant so deep, but I know it is right 
to plant a great deal deeper than we have been in 
the habit of planting. By deep planting we avoid 
mulching, and we protect the roots from drought, 
heat, frost and all other injurious climatic changes. 
Anil there is another important advantage gained 
by deep planting. The sap does not start so soon 
in the spring. I think the heavy clay subsoil we 
have in this part of tho West is better for fruit 
trees than the light, friable, alluvial, prairie 
soil.
JÇGet the roots down deep into the ground and get 
the tops removed as far as possible from the roots, 
thereby preventing too speedy connection between

Wheat" Manure.-----— Alsike and Alfalfa.Master, 
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The Delaware Siale Journal says : “Wherever 
organic" matter abounds in the soil, a free use of 
bones and potash will speedily restore it to its 
original fertility. In sandy soils organic matter in 
the form of peat, muck or leaf mold should be 
combined with the bones and po‘ash. The finer 
the bones are ground in a raw sta'e—that is, with 
steaming or burning—and ground very fine, and 
mixed with three times their weight of fine muck 
or peat or leaf mold, and, kept moist for three 
weeks before being used, they will generate all the 
ammonia necessary to the rapid growth of wheat or 
other growing "crops, without the addition of other 
substances.”

No other preparation of land is necessary than 
is given for other grass seeds. Sow alsike at the 
usual time of sowing red clover, in spring, .with 
rye, oats, wheat or badey, at the rate of about 
four pounds to the acre. Alfalfa is sown alone 
generally, in northern experiments, in drills about 
a foot apart, In California where it thrives luxu
riantly, it is often sown broadcast. It is generally 
considered that it will not do well so far north as 
this, though there are cases reported in Indiana 
and Illinois where it has grown finely. If sown in 
drills, about ten pounds of seed are required per 
acre. If broadcast eighteen or twenty will be re
quired.

|

Straw Feed.
The American Newspaper Advertising Agency 

of Geo. P. Rowell & Co., New York is the only- 
establishment of the kind in the United States 
which keeps itself persistently before the people 
by advertising in newspapers. They evidently re
ceive their reward, for we have it from a reliable 
source that advertising orders issued by them for 
their customers have exceeded three thousand 
dollars a day since the commencement of the 
year, and this is not a very good year for advertising 
either.

At the New York Farmers’ Club, M. George 
May Powell, of the Oriental Telegraph Corps, said 
that when in Syria last year, he was informed by 
some of the large farmers who are trying to intro
duce the improvements of the west in the Orient, 
that they found difficulty in using our threshing 
machines, because they only break instead of bruise 
the straw. As a result the cattle would eat only 
a portion cf the straw thus threshed, while that 
threshed by the method in use in the land for cen
turies is entirely eaten up. While we are teaching 
much to the cas1, he said, may we not learn some
thing there ourselves ? Millions of tons of stritw 
are annually burned up in tho west. May not 
these facts lead to experiments in straw-feeding, 
which will turn part of this waste in*o millions of
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N. B.—The expense in searching for grain and 
in purchasing, testing, and preparing" it for you dollars worth of beef and mu!ton ?
must add to the cost. The stock being only small . , „ , , , ,,,, , . ,v , , Sir,—l lease nul enclosed one dollar for thetherefore, to cover expenses we are obliged to ADt(^ATE> ^ my subscription for 1875. I
charge a high price for it, and can only supply it assure you there is no paper or periodical more 
in small quantities. We do not propose sending looked for, or read with greater relish, than the 
more than 100 lbs. to one person, perhaps our stock ^ armkrs’ Advocate with my boys, although not

farmerswill not bear this; in case it should not, the small Mr Editor; I have an apple orchard planted on 
orders will be filled, and less quantity sent to those the side of a hill, fronting south-west, these thir- 
wishing it by the 100 pounds. We guarantee tiie teen or fourteen years. Trees from about 15 to
crop if properly attended and the season favorable 20 feet apart; the trees are atxmt meeting at top.

. .. -.. . ^ f Many say I have them planted too thick: however,will give satisfaction to 9 out of every 10 of our j differ ^ith them, especially in the Northern
subscribers that procure either variety, and that it country. I would like to hear what you would 
will return 100 per cent profit to you. To claim say about it, for the sake of others and myself, 
our guarantee, you must follow our instruction, ex- 1 see it mentioned in the last number of the 

. ° „ , . . . . .. ... Advocate, that to provide ants and put them
amine your grain closely, and should you see a black among cabbage plants that they will destroy grubs 
oat or a piece of barley pick it out. Go through &c. This might do, providing there was no apple 
your field twice before harvest and pull out any trees in the garden. My opinion is, that ants are 
foreign grain that may be in it. Thus you will injurious to apple blossoms; for I have observed 
* . , . . . . them run up the trees m hundreds, and probe
have a pure sample to supply us; and your neigh- into the vcr” hoart of the fl0 ^r and my impression
hors. is, that they eat the germ of the apple or poison

The above applies to the Emporium Oats and | the flower, 1 always endeavor to banish them
instead of encouraging them. Let us hear what 
your experience is concerning this on apple trees.

Matiiew B. Couocn.
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Emporium wheat. ,

Our subscribers will be first supplied.
Farmers that have taken Stock in the Agricultu

ral Emporium will participate in the profits or 
losses in the introduction of these new seeds, and 
will be informed of all particulars regarding the
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Walkerton, Feb. 6th, 1875-3 le tree 
es lessThere is great difference of opinion on the 

proper distance at which trees should be planted. 
Much depends on the kind of trees, as some trees 
from their greater growth, and tlieir branches less 
upright then others, require greater space. 20 feet 
apart we do not think too groat on the whole. We 
have not observed any injury to apple blossoms; 
if you have reason to believe that they are in
jurious of course banish them, as it is not a dif
ficult matters; they preserve the young 
bages from the grubs, and having planted fruit 
trees, wc should by all means protect them.

same.
Grangers have examined testimonials and rates, 

.and aided in fixing prices, and consider our state
ments and terms are right.

We have heard accounts and seen samples of 
wheat called the Golden Globe, tho Mantony, the 
Jackson wheat; from some of which wo hear good 
reports, and seen samples, but the mixtures of 
dangerous seeds prevent us from attempting to 
introduce them to our readers.

cab-

Mr. James Mair, Bridgetown. We have no know
ledge from actual trial of the fall rye sown in 
spring; but wc do know that it the hardiest cerial 
plants we have sown or seen sown in Canada; 
and from our know ledge of, its great hardiness, 
rapidity of growth, forage and—yielding capacity 
we think, that it sown in spring, it is the best 
cereal plant for early soiling.

The other question we elder replying to, till we 
can give more definite information.

Tares and Mammoth Clover will be supplied at 
such prices, according to the market supply. We 
will not guarantee the Mammoth Clover, unless 
we can procure it direct from feis from growers, 
otherwise we shall supply it from the most reliable 
sources from which we can procure it.

nils them out.trees had when it was

If any of our subscribers have more clean and 
pure Silver Huled Buckwheat than they require, 
please send us a sample,' state quantity, and price 
wanted.—W. W.

Also we want to procure Pea Vine Clover seed 
direct from a subscriber that has raised it.
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I
On account of a dispute regarding the Red Fern 

Wheat, we will call it the Emporium Wheat; and 
as the oats, have no name wo will also'give them 
the name of the Emporium Oats; ’feeling quite 
justified in doing so, and believing they will do 
credit on the establishment.

•I
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March, 1875.THK FARMER’S ADVOCATE1 FSUPPLEMENT TO521
. . , . e , disposition to restrict purchase* as much as posstbk in view

done is deemed to be immaterial, ” 0, more advantage, us markets later on. becomes more do-
manure is made in the winter than w Bum , clded: At Mark Une there has been no quotable decline in 
at least more in collection, it is hauled ont a ^ ^ teoiicncy u ln ^ direction ; foreign wheats
time. , have met but little enquiry; flour continues difficult of sale;

Tne following arc some of the advantages oi I ^ potations are etlll weaker, and lower prices
nauling out the manure in winter, soon after it 1 ^ occtolonlJly nd.cn to close sales; in the demand for peas,
dropped. The air in and about the farm bnUdmgs ^ ^ ^ tUrc ls, falUng off, with a decline in prices.

«dvio. ot J. &..a,*0na »kove, coming Iron K v , n„, „ „ „ o a, O « * „ «
a man of experience, is worthy of consideration. whichthe manure is]drawn,.Umg fc wh ” °r bushcl> 81 08 to 11 il; Ko. 1 Spring. «1 21 to «12«; 
But if we are to profit by it, and plant deeper we injured by*he wheels of a^^cart^^ agg^ ^ a ^ Rcd tl S5; Rye, 07c; com, 85c to 66c; Bariev,
must prepare the ground to be planted. Planting loads h«tead of a waggon; the manure Li 55; Oats, OSc t-o 72c; Butter, 22c to 34c; Cheese, lOctoiec.
deep in soil that has never had deep tillage would * v ^"thrown direct into the waggon box, and cmCAOo-Whcat dull and declining; Corn in fair demand; 
be sure to be followed with disappointment. The tke labor of once hauling it saved, the labor of both I dull and drooping; Barley dull and nominal; Dressed 
ground laid out for fruit raising should be cultiva- men ^ horses are of little value in the winter, as HogE Pork „d Lard in fair demand and lower, 
ted and enriched to a good depth for some time compared with summer. 1 losdok, Oxtamo— Wheat, white, tuo to $160; red, $1 40

enough,it may be in ground naturally shallow, others ““.P^erc H wPould wash away, but in other ^ to Rolldo, 20c to 26c; Cheese, 10c to ll$=; Beefpor 
never deepen by plough or spade, and in these plant |itnatioM it may be applied to good advantage. I Jbg ^ ^ w ; Dressers Hogs, $710 to $7 75 ; Clover
the young trees, not thinking that the roots rc- The liabilities to do injury arc very email. 11 ^ *4 go ,o $5; llay, |12 to (h- Wool, 30c; Cordwood, $3 50 
quire good soil beneath and around, from which the weather is very cold and the 7° jf to St 75.I tot «,«, tod. Such «ho,, sighted ptote„ the K £~to '

have healthy fruitful trees. There is ™u become diBSOi?cd and pass into the sod where
it is needed,—Chicago Times.

i
them, and I believe we shall succeed in making 
fruit trees live here ae long as they do in New 
York.) •

The old system of low head and shallow planting 
ie a failure; we must adopt 'some better one, and 
I think this system I have sketched is the true 
<me.
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C hild's Reliable Seeds.

AH the following arc 5 cts. per packet, except 
. those marked at higher rates; 13 of the 5 et. 

Wood Ashes as a Fertilise l • packets mailed for $1.

-S3, as
onite as valuable. In leaching they shrink a good wed.
deal, and lime is usually added, which increases CABBAGE—Early York; Large York; Early 
their value. They are generally sold, too, at a less Austraiialli I0c. ; Early Sugar Loaf ; Little Pixie; 
mice. Aslics are well suited to all farm crops, Larfte Early Schweinfurt, 10c.; Early YNTnmng- 
and arc very beneficial in the fruit ana orchard. 1 gbadt. Drumhead, Large Late; Flat Dutch Drum- 
Most farmers still sell wood in the cities and vil- head. Robinson’s Champion Drumhead; St. Denis 
lag es, and rather than go home empty, they should Drumhead; Marblehead Mammoth Drumhead, 10c. ; 
cOxry baci ashes and other fertilizers to replace the Fotyer'a Improved Brunswick Drumhead, 15c. ; 
potash, lime and phoaophoric acid that have been Red Dutch Pickling; Savoy, Green Globe; Savoy, 
carried off in the crops and animals sold. Ashes QoMen Globe, 10c.

Itii, to1., Wtototo to.

ordinary fann crops.

; can never
great difference of opinion as to pruning of fruit 
trees; with low or high heads. Our experience is 
entirely in favor of the latter. — Ass.—Ed. F. A.

I

Prizes for getting one New Subscriber 
to the Advocate during this Month.

Your choice of either of the following varieties; 
4 oz. Emporium Spring Wheat; 4 oz. Emporium 
Oats; 4 lb. Orchard Grass; 4 oz. Trifolim; 4 lb. 
Mummy Pea; 6 CoL Cheney Strawberry plants; 
1 Downing Seedling Gooseberry ; 1 Janesville Grape 
vive, 1 Chromo little Wanderer or Angling.

None*.—All subscribers that have sent their 
dollar direct to this office as payment in advance 
for the Earners’ Advocate for the present year 
and send for $1.25 worth of seeds, may have the 
seed sent for $1, or if they send for $10 worth, they 
may have them sent for $9; thus securing their 
paper free, In claiming this offer they must say 
what date theyeent their money, and give clear 
address.

This is only to apply to the first order, for the 
» mount sent but not continued in that ratio, 
persons having sent in at club rates are not entitled 
to the above deduction, neither are persons in 

entitled to it; nor ptreens that bave previ

CELERY7—Boston Market, lOo.
CARROT—Early Scarlet Horn; French Inter

mediate; Improved Red Altringham.
CRESS OR PEPPERGRASS—Exra Oui led. 
CUCUMBER—Lone Green; Early Frame; Bos 

ton Pickling; Short Green; Monarch, 10 cts. 
LETTUCE—Drumhead or Malta ; Early Curled

I
Crop and Market Report

Throughout the grain-producing countries in Europe and 
America, the reports of the growing crops arc favorable. To 
this date weÿiavo heard or seen no complaints of the fal
wheat, no foretelling of light crops and high prices. The I Simpson; Neapolitan.
danger cannot yet be said to he entirely past; our fall wheat I MELON (MUSK)—Large Yellow Cantaloupe; 
has still some trying weeks to pass through, hut now, cm the | ghillman’s Early Netted; Nutmeg, 
eve of March, the prospects are good MELON (WATER)—Mountain Sweet; Phi.it- 

ncy’s Early; Ice Cream; Citron, for preserves. 
lOKKioN orals. 1 NASTURTIUM OR INDIAN CRESS.

Btcrbuhm'a London cable ot Feb. lo, 1875, reports the I ONION—Wethersfield^ Large Red, 10c. ; Early 
farmers' deliveries of home-grown wheat in the 150 towns in I Large Rod, 10c. ; Danver s Yellow, 10c. ; White 
England and Wales for the week ended Feb. 6,1875, at 50,000 I Portugal, 10c. ; Early Pans Silver 8km; Large, 
to 55,000 qrs,and estimated in the Kingdom at 200,000 to 220,- I Flat White Italian Tripoli, 10c. ; Large Blood Red 
000 qrs; The imports of foreign were, for the same week, 120,- I Italian Tripoli, 10c.
000 to 126,000 qrs of wheat, and 70.000 to 75,000 bris of flour, J PARSLEY—Champion Moss Curled,
and90,000 to 06,000 qrs maize; the supply of wheat flour in- j PARSNIP—Hollow-Crowned,
eluded tor the week ended Feb. 6,1876, was 301,875 to 363,750 pRRPERS OR CAPSICUM Long Red; Cay-
qrs, against 400,000 qrs minimum and 423,000 qrs maximum l 1 1 ’ b,, . , , I emie or Chili.
S^m^TmCbush ,UPV’ "" RADISH Scarlet Olive-Shaped; White Olive-
week was 720,000 to ,00,000 bush^ Shaped; Rod Turmp-Shaped ; White Turnip-

The German agricultural reports are umtswuly satisfactory, I a 
Extensive supplies of cereals are expected to be ready at Kon- } A* T , ,,..r . v
igsburg, Dantzig, and the Russian Baltic ports on the opening ■ SALS 11 1 OR \ EtrEl ABLE OYîylEB.
of navigation in the spring.

arrears
ouely received prizes or payment.■
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a Treating Manure.
During the last twent-five yeaoe the opinions of 

the intelligent farmers have changed considerable 
on the subject of the treatment of manure. Then 
it was generall believed that manure piled up to rot 
and descompose was a better investment than monêy 
ot interest or wine in the process of ripening. Now 
the great majority of farmers believe that there is 
a great loss in storing manure and unless it is to be 
applied for the advantage of certain cr >ps they 
prêter to be apply it to the soil in a green state.

Then it was thought necessary to keep a manure 
heap covered in order to prevent the escape of am
monia. Now it is believed that the noxious gas 
that is given off from manure is not ammonia in th 
main, but volatile substances of little value. An 
English chemist shows that it is chiefly sulphuret
ted hydrogen. Then the practise was to cover up 
the manure as soon as it was to be urawn out, and 
many fanners would allow the manure to Be spread 
out only a little in advihee of turning the furrows 
over it Now there is a general/ preference shown 
to spread the manure broadcast, and letting it re
main on the surface of the ground.

Twenty years ago manure was not hauled into 
the field till it was wanted for the use of a crop 
about to be planted, and was then placed in heaps 
from the cart or waggon. Now the practice-is 
becoming general of hauling it into the field os it is 
made, and of scattering it broadcast directly from 
the waggon. The time in the year in which this is

■

f

SPINACH Prickly, or Winter Spinach; Round 
or Summer.In France, Germany, Belgium, fund lloUtutd thu market for 

cereals had, during the week ending J nVy 18, lb^j, been dull, 1 SQUASH—Early Yellow Bush ; _ Early White 
and lower prices had been quite generally accepted, Tne I Bush ; Summer, or t itnada Crook-Neck ; Winter 
English Provincial markets had quite generall) Wendell, and ! Crook-Neck; American 1 urban, 10c. ; Hubbard;

Marblehead; Mammoth Prize, 10c,
TOMATO— Large Red ; Early Smooth Red ;

Red, 25c. ; General Grant, 10c;

in many of them cheaper
In France there have been S" far no complaints of the grow - 

Ing crops; the Inland markets had been well supplied with I Early Dwarf 
cereals, especially with wheat. I Trophy, 10c.; Canada \ ictor, 10c.

AROMATIC, SWEET AND POT-HERBS 
Majoram, sweet; Sage; Thyme, French.

KOHE-RAB1—Large Green, $1 per lb.;' 'Large 
Purple, $1.50 per lb.

RAPE-13c. per lb.
The above are a few of the kinds most required.

ke

$Hie weather In Germany, France, Belgium and Holland the 
third week m January had been exceeding’} mild, ar.d in Hun
gary wintry.

The Italian markets bad been quiet, and prive.- of w heat are 
depressed in consequence ef treer arrivals from the South of 
Russia.

At Odessa, ou the 15th ult, sailing xtAseis continued fast in I por ),,-e ( '-at&Iogue. 
the ice; freights at 80s f6r small steamers, and z6s for large 
steamers per ton; weather had been cold, though at that date 
milder.

in "Europe the weather continues rnitd, atsi with the prospect _ 
of sn early openln ef some of the foreign shipping ports; the ' Agricultural Emporium.

9

G. J. Child, London. 
Persons wishing for any of the above seeds, can 

have them sent with others or separately from the

!
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